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Premier attraction on the Mur-
ray Civic Music series next season
wilt be the National Ballet of
Washington. DC This company of
60 with world - fa mous ballerinas,
oorps de ballet and orchestra is
scheduled for March 1966 In the
Murray State College auditorium.
The National Ballet made its
world premiere as a resident com-
pany in the Nation's Capital in
January 1163 Since then it has
received wide acclaim on Its an-
neal coast to coast tour Chief rea-
son for this triumph h the ac-
boowledged genius 0 Its artistic
Dilreeter. Frederic* Pat nklin Other
factors contristaing k) the success
of the oompany oad be seen in
?make 's shrewd canaerung of
the irrisainetive artillery of worid-
famous ballerinas and premier
densities with a trek. Youthful
corps de ballet Trundle has also
deticately balanrail the National
Ballet's repertare of the cheek
MLitt Uke Alban Lake'. -Lee Syl-
phitles" and -Ctoppeilia- with new.
and daring peraluotkas such as
nionstnage Au Wier and "Rhy-
thm in Twee". Set tames!
bee searillitelai /—
leading dancers. headed by grata
ballerina aorta Arova. a superb
ballet corps. creative choreograph-
ers and decor artists
Memberships In the Murray 014A
are available this week only — fees
are $710 for adulta and $4.00 for
students. linnmay ClitA members
may also attend the concert series
In Paducah, Parts and Martin —
 10 antra me Checks — made
Oat to Murray CMA should be
goaded before Saturday. October 2
to: Murray A. Bank of Murray.
Murray. Ky. Further Information
tan be obtained by caning Murray
7112-74116. eolieet Two other Mur-
ray attractions will be announced
alter the aunpaign closes this
week.
The Only
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*BOND ISSUE WILL AID THIS AREA, BELL
Kenlake, Murray State To
Benefit Says Commissioner
Premier Attraction For CivicSeen & Heard 4
Around Music Association Is Ballet4. 4.
MURRAY
On the fourth anniversary of the
erection of the Berlin Wail I Au-
gust 13i the Joint Senate-House
Republican Leadership, declared
• that -the return of freedom and
unity to all the Carman people
most remain • major objective of
the foreign policy of the united
States until the Wall is no more "
Owning the Wall an "insult to
all mankind". the Republicans aid,
'in 1901. the COmmunies violated
the Pbur Power Agreement •
pledge an tuitions, and they
violated man's sense of individual
diversity, a pledge among all malt.
when they conanstal their cold
cement ediface Now, hour Years
afterward. the Well his been
seemed mAny times owe by tha
blood of courageous, imprisoned
men who hive sought escape frees
nrt compulsion by force. and
deadening oonfonnity . ./tlea
great trony that mane nupostel to
the Wall the escape. has Muerte
one of the most meaninatul and
q important acetate to all freedom-
loving men We feel a common
bond with the stifled Uulividuals
behind the Wall. and every free
man identtfies with the ualivid-
uaL who are compelied by con-
aciesce and blessed with the cia-
portimuty to escape "
6
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We niallballearly went through out
new Reeder% Ogee yesterday and
removed all the foldout pages, the
• 
coupons, and other gadgets stuck
between the pages.
The feldlesit on the back cover of-
fered us 36 weeks of a national
publication for only 36e.
Arratber coupon enticed us to join
the Cloiden Oirl sweepstakes mere-
by sending in a ootaion We
▪ would be Wartble to Ma any of
• 1106 prtses.
Abstain coupon offered us ravings
of 13e on margarine and peanuts.
By asseiser in another We would
ICealbseal Freon Page Crael
Murray High Joins
Conference For
Junior High Play
---
Murray High School has joined
the ne .0 y- formed Trt y Junior
High Conference and their first
grime will be thts evening at 5'30
o'clock aith Jetton Junior High of
Paducah The game will be played
In Holland Stadium
Season ticket holden. either stu-
dent or &Met. will be admitted on
their tickets Adousion prices will
be 25c student and 50c adult.,
Flee tarns from three cities have
termed the new conference These
are Mayfeld Murray and three Pa-
ducah schools, Brazelton, Lincoln
and Jetton
Puture games for Murray will be
Ocuber 7. Briseekon serer Octo-
ber 14. LLnooln assay. Graeber 21.
Peris. Tenn.. ,non-Leautti here,
and October 36. Maylitell. here
All frames will be blared at 5 30
Clan
City Departments
Report Quiet Time
Beth the Murray Tire Depart-
ment and the Pollee Department
laid • quiet day and night tila
Wednesday.
Tlelr flinagen Mortal 'OW Wilea
have had • very quiet week with
their hat oall being early Sunday
morning which proved to be a false
alarm
Bob McOuiston, radio operable at
the City Hall. said the Pollee is-
sued one citsitIon to a parson for
unnecaseary noise on a car
Winners Named For
Ladies Day Golf
Winners for the ladies day golf
held Wednesday at the Calloway
County Country Club lave been
announced
Venela Sexton was the medalist.
Other winners were Bads West,
low pun& Maud McCann. most
pars, !vein Jones. more bogeys,
and Nancy Fandrich. blind bribe.
Stefan Grebe! and Sonia Arova star in the Ballet of Washington, D.C., which will come
to Murray during the current Murray Civic Association series.
4
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... -,iliff Photo by Ed Collie
State Commissioner of Parks obert Bell at ands second from the right as he spoke to
the Muliay Rotary Club At the right is R. L Ward, President of the Murray Ro-
tary Club At the left are Phelps Anderson, manager of the Kentucky Dam State Park,
and P .1 Cole, manager of the.fenlake State .Park.
County Men Win
Dam Safety Awards
sr-Several local torso& won awards
presented by the Cleat K. Neaberg
Construction Company gar thedp
safety records on the BREWS, DM
project
J It Watson of blunter Wagi a
6,000 hour award as an operator
With the Company H. C Copeland
O( Dexter. and W P Pritchett won
award as laborers. T T. Mires
won the 6.000 hour award as • car-
penter
The pro)ect AS • whole won the
company.. sts month safety award.
The project competed spunk pro-
jects from California. the Midwest
to Fiords
Thei company matntaans a re-
gular safety program with pre-
scribed methods from management
to individual workmen, rraubar
distrtbution a safety literature, re-
gular safety meetings, initial pre-
arntation of safety procedures at
hiring and adherence to um of
woofed safety devices
Bobby Wall Is New
Sears Manager Here
Gerald Hill has been promoted
to the ;nation of District Credit
Supervisor for Sears and wilt be
located at Yawn City ahtessippl.
He has been the manager of the
Sears Store here In Murray since
its opening in March of 16114
Bobt-y Wall. net rnanager of the
Sears Catalog Sales Office was
loved to Murray frorn Slough Ful-
ton. Tennessee whore he has been
manager of the Sears Store there
for the past year He will she
manage the Benton store
Mr Wall Is akin& ly from
Tennessee.
Hickory Grove Will
Have Meeting Series
The Illokory Grove Church of
Chrtat will have a series of meet-
ings at the church beginning Sun-
day, Ocitober 3, and continuing
dhough Sunday. October 10
Bre Kenneth Hoover of Benton
will be spealung each evening at
7:30 pm and at 11 am each Sun-
day Everyone is cordially invited
to attend these services
Kentucky lake: 7 can 366, no
(Mani*: below dam 3003, up 1 0
Barkley Dam: Headwater 327$.
down 0.6; tallwater 302.4. UP 02
illunrese 6:26. sunset 6:43.
Moon seta 10 16 pen
Western Kentuoky — Cloudy and
mild with occasional rwht rain and
• few thunderehowers today, high
near DO Partial clearing and turn-
ing cooler tonight with showers
ending Low 55 Friday clearing and
cooler.
14.
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Signs Of Life Are Few On
Volcano Stricken Island
By (IIARLF.S R SMITH
Paned Press International
•VAAL ISLAND, The Philippines
- is an island of death
!hoe the bomb of pentane 2.000
men, women and children who were
buried under tons of smoking lava,
ash and rnud
I larded here today more than
41 hours after Mt Taal erupted
with catastrophic force and turn-
ed the Island into a hell of fire
and brimstone
The official death toll Mood at
146 Tibet many bodies were found
and coursed But authorities easy
newer determine how many pa-FN.
are buried here
A stream of red ants, marching
diligently single file from a nuit-
&Mack-else hole beside a seared
coconut petal the hoohnarts
of a cow hat somehow escaped
. vultures cispling over the car-
masses of other that didn't.
Thaw ware the only stgris of life
I found in the area that was Kay-
gabok Barrio, pertain:is 500 yards
front the rim of the mighty Taal
v°17ticilemre were few signs to indicate
that Kaapabok had ever been a
vilhge at all.
The land that was lush and
green het week Is covered with •
deep coat of Mate gray volcanic
noid and ash
00n• are the citrus trees, the
oornnelds. the banana trees, the
rice paddles which made Taal Is-
land fanners a little wealthier than
MOM of dime on lees fertile land.
_Mar the ran of the voiceno.
share are few signs that anything
Over had life and grew The gaunt
trunks of some of the bigger and
sturdier trees dot the area, swine
It an man more dendrite look
lb get to lisugabok and male of
the °Sur previously postulated are-
' on 0C the volcanic Mend. we drove
idele Mout 24 hours from Manila
to • village in 'Palmy Mown The
village is located on the shore of
lake Taal and about two miles
from volcono island
We tried to rent a motorised
banes boat to take ta to the ieland.
"Oh no." said one of the beat
owners. "It's too darigrous. They
the boatmen •re afraid to go "
Double the usual price made it
lees dangerous and the boatmen
lel. fearful
When we approached to within
about 3000 verde of the Wand the
boatmen decided that was close
enough • even for double ray
The boat was directly beneath
the dritUng smoke cloud pattern
from the volcano.
Wet, black ash rained clown ra-
ther heavily. but gently It was
dirty, but cool — like • spring
rain when It felt on our (avail It
dated quickly, turned gray and
could be easily rubbed off like sand.
To our backs, on the mainland
area about • mile or two acmee
the water from the volcano, • large
arra aho was covered with the
gray sah and mud the volcano
spewed forth when it awoke from
• 54-year slumber
National 4-H Club
Week Being Observed
'This is National 4-H Club week
end local 4-H Clubs are observing
the week M one way by writing
various wheats on their activity.
Several articles appeared yeller
day and more are in today's lassie of
the Ledger and Time.
Both advertisements by local
tneretaints oongnitudating 4-H Club
and other articles will ap-
pear throughout this week
Afternoon Session
Will Be Offered
— - —
The Nursery School of the home
economics department of Murray
State College will offer an after-
noon session at the school build-
ing on North 14th Street from 2.30
to 4:30 Monday through Friday.
starting Monday. October 11
At the present time there is room
for two or three additional child-
ren between the ages of three and
four If interested. persora are
asked to call the home economics
office 762-3361 this week
--
Local Women Are
Named In Who's Who
Two women from the Murray
area have made their first ap-
pearance in Who's Who of Ameri-
can Women, the editors of the new-
ly published fourth edition an-
nounced today.
Newly listed from the area are
Resins Misabeth Senter and Vene-
ta Tern Viers Whitmer.
Story Hour Will
Be Held At Library
The Story Hour for all ages of
children will be held each Wednes-
day afternoon from three to four
pm at the Public Likrary at Main
and 7th Streets.
Dr. Ethel Miller's Children's
Literature clam will direct the
*pry hour each Wednesday after-
noon.
GRAVEYARD CLEANING
The Barnett Graveyard Cleaning
will be held Baturday. October 2,
and all persons interested are re-
quested to attend The graveyard Is
located east of Pottertown.
CIRCLE TO JIIVICT
The Grace Wyatt Circle of the
College Presbyterian Mural will
meet at the home of Mrs. Gene
(Lunn Friday, October I, at 9:20
am.
_
The proposed $176.000,000 bond
issue which will be cn the Novem-
ber ballot will boos' the economy
of Kentucky. Stan. Parks Com-
missioner In hert Bell told the
Murray Cht mber of Cotninerce
Board of D.rectors this morning.
Corn:re/Ina ler Bell met with the
directors of the organization in an
hour long meeting ails morning at
the Chamber of Commerce office
on Maple Street
He pointed out that four and
one-half ITLIIIICW1 dollars of the bond
Issue Me been tabbed for the state
parks of the Commonwealth. This
money plus other matching funds
will give the state park system
$15 edition dollars to inaugurate
badly needed improvements and
exparurion, he said
He told the group that • total
of C.302,1500 ha-s been set aside.
for Improvements at the Kenlake
Hotel
Commissioner Bell listed the fol-
Circuit Court Out
Until Next Monday
Calloway Circuit Chun has been
adjourn..., until next Monday ac-
cording to Janine Blalock. Circuit
(hurt Clerk.
Other cases will be tried on that
date The last case tried was a
shit sult in whitlb Hatten Loving
ressialle.Maaliallmniat L SW,*
he sidi Mahal bare watt W4WA
Allbelliegrilh me sued dor 
$00. She T auk ooneerned • car-tract-
or collision in April of this year.
Card 0-Rama Will
Begin October I
---
The Murray Wantan's Club's
Oard-O-Rame will begin on Octo-
ber tat
Tor the convenience of those
whose bridge or canasta clubs do
not play by the tame rules as set
out for the O•rd-O-Rams, the Wo-
man's Okay has rilede arrange-
ments for play to be held at the
Clubhouse on the fourth Thursday
of each month at 1:30 pm, be-
ginning Conan' Bah Tablas MU
be set up ugatairs. and light re-
frenteriente will be served Mayers
are requeeted to arrange their own.
foursomes, and to bring their own
cards Those who pan to play at
the Clubhouse on October 26th.
shook!, of course, have their regis-
tration in to Mrs Omens before
that date
Those who are entering the
Card -0-llama and who with to
play in their own nate or a four-
some, may do so All participants
must pia y by the rules published
earlier In this newspaper. Addit-
ional copies of the rules may be
secured from Mrs A 0 Willson, or
any member of the Woman's Club.
lowing improvements which "
accompiuded if the bond baba
passed in November.
I. Air conditioning of remaining
cottages.
2. A clubhouse for the Kentake
golf course.
3. Adequate housing for key agra
sonnet at the hotel This meal.
tto additional houses
4 15 new deluxe cottage...
5 Addition of a full story to
r nsKoore ke la. Hotel containing guest
rooms, meeting rooms and game
.  thg
6. A fielhisag. pier.
7. A swirehding pooL
I. Improvements to the marina
and harbor.
9. Tennis courts added.
10. Completion of the remove-
tion of the hotel
11. Enlargement of the service
and maintenance facilities.
12. Improvement of the former
Cherokee Park for group camping
Commissioner Bell told the group
that if the bond lame is approved
by voters, bids wet be sated for in
the spring so that some of the
work can be started as soon asprmibi
He pointed out that the bonds
are general obligation bonds, pay-
able in thirty years He told the
croup that the bonds could be paid
off with the expanded awn:my
of the state with no Increase In
texas. .
cillimpleopseal is- that the_ esters
viand approve • bond Issue of
$176001.060 With Federal and
other matching funcla this fund
would grow to a total of $860,7511,-
000
11139.000.000 is marked for high-
ways In the state and the retrain-
ing amount of money to be used oo
school budding& hospitals mental
health. park development and •
host of other areas.
Murray State would receive an
allocation of $1.5 million, which,
with matching hinds would amousit
to $65 nilleon.
At noon today (baesioner Hal
addressed the Murray Rotary ClUlk.
Tobacco Growers
Approve Bond Issue
--
The Western Dark Tired Tobacco
Growers Aracciatton Tuesday pass-
ed a retaliation approving the
$176.000 000 bond MAW which will
be on the November ballot
The asenciatton went on reared
as -favoring the &dilation of mid
bond iNcile and ursine an voters to
support %AMP
The resolution OM
Boone MU. preside.*
Alden t en secretary,
signed be
and Mary
Last Thursday the aty Council
approved a Rimiest taishilos
Bongo Drums And Marimbas
Throb As Festival Underway
FULTON. Ky gay — Bongo
drums and marimba throbbed in
this far western Kentucky city
Wedneeday, migrating the beginn-
ing of the third annual Interna-
tional Banana Festival.
Before it's over Oct 2. thourands
of bemires WI hive been con-
sumed — right off the bunch —
On puddings, pancakes, pies and
other goodies
City officials, Banana Queen Rita
Wilson and MOM ECUSdOT. Patriots
Balleeteree, gathered at a repro-
duction of a Latin American barre-
ns, plantation Wednesday to kick
off the festival There also is an
exhibit of Latin arts and crafts
this year under direction of Ana
Maria Cream a goodwill ambassad-
or from Guatemala
Most of the attention Wednesday
was centered on the rolling fair-
ways of the Pidton Country Club.
where 196f POA champion Bobby
Nichol., di InuarvUle, played a
1-1
round of golf with Mx area goiters.
activities were to get undereay
early today with a breakfast Of
banana pancakes Latin Aillerkall
and US mu/deans were to talk
part in the Inter-American Mash
Fiesta later in the day
A parade is scheduled for Friday
afternoon, fohowed by 'a 'barbecue
lunch in the streets. Dessert, Ma-
riana putIllft--;- huge swimming
pool-Weed 4111111111101sa MUM as the
world% liggeet WIN be amI-
•dte5L•
On Oaturday. 'mem, of
Tule" 1011 ortain in new sitar-
madam! banana panne' The win-
ner wen receive • $1,000 cottage
scholarehip and a trophy Contest-
ants aged 17 to A years will be
Judged faiturdey night
Bananas aren't grown here. but
the twin cities of Fulton. Ky.. and
South Fulton, Tenn. form • major
reel-lipping point for the perish-
able fruit which is thieved out ug
New Orleans on wean.
p.
•
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We realm the nn to mect any Advertising. Letters to the Editor,
or Pubfic Voice itans winch, in our opinion, are not for the best in-
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NATIONAL REPFtESENTATIVES: WALLACE WIThER CO., 1509
Madison Ave., Meri1PilLb., Tenn.; Tune & late Bldg., New Yuri. N.Y.;
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Bntered at the Port Office. Murray, Kentucky, for tranonission as
Second Ct.. Matter.
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month 63e. In Calloway and ado:at-mg countmi. per year, $4-80; else-
shere, $11.00.
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"LEARNING FOR LIVING"
•
FOR MORE than half a century 4-H Clubs have guided young
people ui their personal development, helping them to be-
come DWIe useful adult citizens of the future
National 4-H Club Week in betng celebrated this week,
September 26 through October 2. and Use theme fur the week
Is "Learning for Living".
The nationwide 4-H Club movement gives boys and girls,
not only rural youth but city youngsters as well, an oppor-
tunity to participate in organised educational prujecta and
activities Through their 4-H membership these young people
can learn new Awls and methods of doing things, are pro-
vided with uppurtunities for fellowship and community serv-
ice, offered a good chance for self-improvement and their et-
forte are recognized by awards and prizes for those who ex-
cell in the various fields of activity.
The 4-H Clubs tit Calloway County provide mental, physi-
cal, facial and spiritual growth foe boys and girls between
the ages of 9 and 19 years, and the program here has been
a wonderful success.
The 4-H,:gentsiem stands for Head, He-art, Hands and
Health. and Vie wedge of some two and a quarter trullIou 4-I1
boys and girls is 'I pledge my Head to clearer thinking. my
Heart to greamr loyalty, my Hands to larger service, and my
Health to better living for my ciub, nty community and my
casuistry". Their motto is 'to alake the best better'.
' To us the 4-H movement is another one of the great bless-
ings of living in a great, 1ret land such as America Compare
this youth urgaulzahoo, fur instance, to the -limier youth"
liplfeaisent of World Wei LI days, and to the sombie-like youth
ARDalliserlt of today in Communist Cuba, China and the Soviet
Union, where young people are put tnrougn daily ruuUnes
ineoffs theigheit to brain-wash them to the blind pur-
suit sigghtheemer orders their Cuctunthilat leaders dictate
The 4-H Clubs of America teach hese and girls goon cati-
zetAship, love of country, how to grow things, make things,
and to ahoy, teach and sometimes even consume the results
ol their labors.
We salute LAC Club boys and girls of Calloway County,
and the salaries and voluouser adults Who are doing such
wonderful joe in timpani 'nem ui learning for living".
CU'ISAILNISAI DISMAL IF.tIlLURE
ic •HE SOVIET government of FLU.Neld has announced the treat.
laseeptng changes In the communist economic system since
gise Bolshevik Revolution In 1917
These changes. *Maas of which required three full pages
in the oonununist newspapers, mean an almost complete re-
to pre-revolutionary capitalism and hereafter the Rus-
sian economy will be run on a capitalist, profit-making plan,
including incentives for merit, promises of higher wages for
everybody for working shorter hours and, eventually, some
So-called "fringe benefits" on a limited scale
This ends another, and by far the must ambitions, -pm in
rik:sky" pontical dream yet introduced or attempted. butChnstianity is prOgreasive enough to exploit this up-
Portunity unperial capita/ism, self isimeas and greed may
prove worse than the 'noble experiment" that has collapsed
; Uncontrolled cahttailarn natenreeen_ge bad as any system
known except selfish dictatorship ilinnigh regimentation such
Is has been practiced In many parts of the world since World
War TWO.
What is taking piece an Romani could mean the greatest
gains ever made for freedom. It is at least a major break in
the "cold war".
•
Adullba•-•
4.
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1 he .41rnanise
by tailed Frees Iniereatimal
Today is Thur.4.0. Sept 30, the
Trird day of 1965 sith 92 to fol-
low
The moon is approaching its first
gusoUw.
The morning star 15 Jupiter.
Tlie everung stars are venue.
Mara and Saturn
Roman Emperor Pompey-the-
orem Iles born on this day in 106
B. C.
On this aay in History:
In 1936 Germany. France. Bit-
tern and Daly met in Munich for
the cooderence vituch British
1
Prime Minister Neville Challesers
Min *or said premiere lemet m
ear tune."
in Mee, 22 Nag leaders was
round guilty of war crimes in the
Nuremberg trials and 11 were sen-
tenced to death.
In 1983, President Dwight D.
Eisenhower appointee Evirl War-
ren ablet'ametice of the U. S. Sup-
reme Oast.
In 1901, two persons were kilted
In riots marking the integration
of the University of Maimaismpi
A thought for the day -- Novelist
George Moore said. "After all there
is but one nice humanity."
COIN
Collectors'
Corner
ay ZOOS=
4L.
-TUE HOBBS OF COM
COLLF.CT INt "
BY Sabers awesome
When Gres the WM Wag of
crdered the creption of the
first oar:, kaxan to can In the
Seventh Cen.ry. Bt he not on-
ly sliwpWkid rower and trade, but
be hoodeed a hobby that is per-
haps leis o.ctest in the worM . . .
00111 Milrecea
Oalleemig thanes is • beam trait
at imosin nature, and coins, par-
hew lima a imam for
matarias Thst is "hp we ham ao
mat ftne MecteMeit of ancient
and modern coma sail us tockig
Quotes From The News
By 1 N1TED mote IWTENIMATIONAL
Turbaned Times
On the larface. the past two
Mrs have probably been the meet
Ingtheimet in the bog bistery of
leageirerlathea.
The tabby be, goat through
some mutts time- in .ts imam Com
sharoom. nee maga* and WSW,
ipmernmessi edicts are notiong new
aumillemeics It hie an hy-
mned blase AM the hobby Ins
&pawn debate tarousei lie yelerw
Type Clem
Thee Mai= hey painted out on
swag IIIMailees Mist the /17
ealiemeg. Me man. tessein hr
est who pits *e arst out e'
baby is the Masseur& see
• beanieelkisecific sna. sf I
wandiall mid ui reit cowcen..1
wtth dap-OP4sp events
Wheelie he asonsors Greek Ro-
man. Mwepran or US cans is
lees 11111PMIIM the. the iset thet
he is insOillpg sessabing apecille
I meaning and Interest Ile IMMO the
U,. hatury and Paola relent"' to
the *aim Then, here lath' obit-
of faultier 'he coma necessary
to complete such • collection
W•••••
51111111111019
CKNTS" tens the awry. It
prune= prices on ail dates. Tor
• Olebti SOc cant to Mtn 001-
Motor's Corner. Dept 36, PD. Box
31111, Hollywood. OMB 90001
Ford Sets Trend
With Falcon And
The New Mustang
Drait.n; upoi the two moo suc-
cessful ears tver introduced — the
iftessaise and the Poem — Ford
Dissalea of Ford Motor hempen,
he. combined trend-setting feat-
ures tif: both In the 1966 Falcon.
"It took the Mustang to de-
I throne the Falcon as the moat pop-
, Mir or. car in autoniiitsve
tory. • s.ud Walter T Murphy, ator-
ision general marketing manager
1"For 1066 — sith the most sweep-
' Ira chaagest 'sires it. record-setting
.ntroillotion — the Pak= In et-
le:t becomes a Lowly Mustang."
Notlr.g the Mustang touches in
the Mis Pa:con styling — long
hood, dust rear deaf. rear quar-
ter "'how up and round wheel
openings — Mr. Murphy emphasis-
ad that traditional Falcon features
also have been retained and im-
proved.
-New roominess. outstanding
economy :tnd techrucal innovations
„
there are two ways to get into the rear of esery 1966 Feud
statism wagon — ewer the tailgate or through the doer. Feed's
latest •tatiout imam igsovation is • dual-action toil/ft& Ogles
Is with the rester loch, kit, and it'. a tailgate. Opes it rids the
itaaelle, right, and h's • door. Illuminated on the 1066 Feed
Country Squire Wage's. lop, the new feature is standard go aft
Feed and 1•1•11•111, station wagons and I. optit.nal on Fake.
wagons. The door feature prrynit• easy passeoger entry and pros
vides ready acres. to a learkidde storage rompartmatt. while Shit
tailgate is available for boohoo or loading eerie. Earlier insp.
valises skit* malted Ford to station w•gtin sales brediership Is
1965 — anal erater-(.ring rear eels and built-in rear window
We &loom — are emaisea G. 1966, A/1 1944 Feeds toll be
Is Fent dram asimeme October 1.
make the 1908 Falcon an even more
attractive automotive value than
before.- he said
CUM, d sids. itla..s makes Its ap-
pearance in the Fileuit line for
:ler first tune in 1966. An optional
All conditioning spstetti inoiudes
outlets integrated pith the instru-
ment panel. Reversible try* and
k.eyieas looking also are Linares of
all 190 Falcons as are new, strong-
er lock assemblies
The curved side glass adds to
rocounam in HU DOW Falcon. The
ahreitia.e for sedan modeis two
betn uartased 1.8 inches to 110.9
incises fur Iva, OM over-all sedan
length has teen Beertissed 2 7 in-
dies to 1012 made The increase In
sitation-segon size is even more
teleaseatic with over-ail length in-
ce _toed 14.4 inches to 1911.7 In-
ches sou the wheelbase Incremed
SS inches to 113 trachea.
- -
BRIGHTMAN 111911141Nti
--
WASHINGTON PV — Sanluel C
Ikr-ghtmon s resigned as deputy
tis rintn, puty,tc al: ..rs of the
Democratic Nstlonel Caninuttee
Brightman, %ilia announced his
its.gr.ation Wedneaday. sald he will
-,stab.ish his own public relations
firm to epsoiaLre in campaign
counseling He had been with the
eumeatitat since IBC.
- - -
• PUS FIRST
WASHINGTON — The US
Pubic Health Service PHS he,
oanunlaneMet its first nurse officer
of Indian descent
he -ervxe an.r.,unced Wednes-
day Lisa: EitnIta Hoye Victorian of
Sisseton. S D. s,is apoatuted for
duties vAth the staen--yi Indian
Health Service attier Phut :i.x Me-
&Us: Center in Arizona
Ten Years Ago Today
LI.DCiLlit • TIIIilLs It ILE
Mrs Sally Humphreys. age 85, passed away last 
night at
11:30 after an ulnae beginning about Tuesday. She 
was
known as -Miss Sally" to her many friends.
The Murray High School PTA Dad's Night will be held
October 4 Harry Sparks will be the master of ceremonies and
Bobby Garrison will furnish the introductory music. Nat Ryan
Hughes will be the speaker.
Mrs Boric Waldrop has returned from Washingtote D.C.,
where she visited S-Sgt and Mrs. Solon P Da.rnell and new
baby boy, David Kevin. born August 27
Russell White of the Kentuzky Medical Foundation, Lex-
ington, was the guest speaker at the meeting of the Murray
Rotary Club
PEKING - Communist Chinese vu e premier Cheri Yi,
tial=eg the United State, India and Britain to invademainland 
"We will wipe them all out."
- GRAWFORDVILLE, Ga   civil rights spokesman
Calvin Turner. on a Negro vow to hack bums carrying white
students to segregated schools in neighboring counties;
'The whites used to be Omen and we used to duck our
head and run But they're not tough anymore. The Negro is
)ust as tough "
U.S. Cents
Of all oehections. perhaps the
most mieresting are the type coins
of the United States A complete
'
Type Set- would be one can of
each deremanation in each type
ever minted bp the Crated States
since Me risme are, for example.
10 types of US. Cetus The "Type
Het- requires I Cain of rech type.
the other denominations follow Hie
mete paorn
Them cams ere arsamie to coi-
tivtileFeetieleellill CUD) stiorages
or /AMMO5, Find.ne them is
not always easy it maktne moaey
is important to you, thee you will
be pleased to PM teat -Type"
*sine boa alistalleed heath' y In
price over the remelt Su icok into
trite mina Repsillaiy the D.S. Half
Ciente ase saimitzausmp. Half
Dimes, Twenty Ostel gleres and the
Three Dent coins of the ism cen-
tury Interesting.
- -
WASHINGTON -- Ben Thrust on B Morton (R.-Ky ), after
amiou tieing he wants to kick John Birch Society members out
of the GOP
"I've laughed off the Birch Society in the peat - I've
taken Barry Goldwater's line that there were more Democrats
in It than Repubileans Now It's time to do something."
WASHINGTON Sen. Alan Bible ID.-NeV.I, sneaking on
home rule for the District el Columbia:
"The people of the nation's capital are entitled to home
rule. Congress chould deliver it; not dingle it."
The Unman Read Cent is still
the -ItIng of coins" among col-
lectors and Inmators thillons of
vishialste dates are in condition
right now A fact-Sited 1111101118e4
booklet 'HCW TO MA Kr PI10-
PITO Wfl i irtooLN
isothitoy Supli
PLItaill—he meet!
ALL Seri as
•.!
ANNOUNCING THE *66s FROM FORD!
FORDS: new quiet, ultra-luxurious LTD's, new high-performance
7-Litre models with 428-cu.in.V-8. FAIRLANES: lively new )(Ls,
GT's, convertibles. FALCONS: new flair for the economy champ.
MUSTANGS: more fun-filled than ever. FEMMES: from a new
stereo tape player option.. .to a new Magic Doorg ate for wagons
(swings out for people and dawn for cargo)....
7 New Falcons
See them! Drive them! The '66s
at your Ford Dealer's: • 19 nee
Fords—offering one of the world's quietest rides.
New Stereo-scree Tape Player option—provides
over 70 minutes of music. New station wagon
Magic Doorgate—swings out for people and down
for cargo. New V 8 power up to 420 en In. Neii
7-litre high performance series. • Seven new
Standard Safety Package features (on all '66
cars from Ford) including emergency Hasher
system. e 13 new FairlAnes—new looks. liveli-
ness, luxury. New convierbules. wagons. XL's,
CT's and GT/A's. CT/A's have new "Sport Shift"
Cruis•-0-MatiC—tt's automatic or manual • 7 new
Falcons—now America's Economy Champ is
Iles sallow tape Mete Dempte salagilut Is ging led grew tar riot.
•  ••• ••• • w • - •
•
3 New Mustangs
•
13 New Fairlanes
19 New Fords
smoothest, smartest, the most spacious Falcon
ever Lively 170-cu. in. Six. a 3 new Mustangs—
more fun than ever in America's Favorite Tun
Car. New stereo tape player option, new 5 dial
instrument cluster, 200-cu. an. Six, bucket seats,
sporty floor shift, carpeting—all standard. Come
try Total Performance '66,
Shingerd a. Feet Fsieleas MI sWise OS Fake&
Parker Motors, inc.
•
Murray. KY-
Americis
rIbtal Performance Cars
FORD
OUST ANS •P &ALP. • has.A.14•100.• TIOWNSINEMI
_
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THE LEDGES & TIMES MEER AF, KENTUCKY_
Predictions Are Split On
Weekend Games In Murray
• B
y BOB MEEKER
United Press International
LC 'ISVILLE ,ril --017he cracle's
,•rvs•-:t1bUt wale really "Way Down
I ,X.41 'to' fist-iunt River" week
mckinit 26 winners out of 30
colleve and high school
footo..11 game,. a lusty percentage
of 867.
Hourever, paraphrasing the sin-
ning grid coAch, we packe 'ern mu
week st a time. and here's the way
Obey appear in this weekend's con-
:mos:
COLLEGE
Kentuolry over Auburn - And
'hes-11 kick on 4thantl 41.
Lotosville over North Texas State
--f or the fine tune in recent years.
Middle Te:ole,see over Western
Hilltoppero leveled by OVC pow.
erhoRise
Eastern over Murray - Maroons
*still blushing over ineligible play.
Cr.
Mcretwad over Tennessee' Tech -
Taking a flyer on Eagles' Mike
Gott fried
Cleargetosn over Manville, Tenn.
- tigers nick up No. 3.
Southwestern Term. over Centre
-Coirrieh get chwiamedidonsd
Kentucky State over Wheaton,
1211. - Thais:bred, naming llite
0 War.
6
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
Lafye,!e over Hdialrft - Generals , •'ants Stunned As Dodgers
°Ur", BundkigmCatholic over Dixie
liksIghtas -- On the rebound frorn
Hamilton County. Ohio, altimeter.
Hopkineville over MadlsonvIlle-- 
Make Play For The Pennant
Anothr, vm for the Tigers' Boor-
HIGH SCHOOL 
mactikie.
Thomas Jefferson over Durrett.-
PatrioLs run up the Lag. and the
score
Eastern over Perm Creek - Keay
prey Or k:agies
Male over Paget - BUS WeLl*1
out for Brohine's rainmakers.
Fort Thomas Highlands over
Bellevue - The Bluebirds of hap.
. Kenry Clay over Shelbyville -
Blue Denies spike Radars.
Owensboro over Ti City. Inn.
- Red Devils oak licesiess.
Seneca over Pairdide - Fbecieklig_
corn :nue on warpath.
Harrison Co over Clark CO. -
In a toss-up contest.
Danville over Madison-
els nod the range in home port. 
Washington - 60 90 :43i
Ashland over Boone Co - Aft. , Distort   
62 06 .3611
er two wire in West Visigtrua. Tam.'litatues City 
- 50 600 „379.
cats prowl in northern ICentildrY. zehriched 
petulant
Middleabcro over Cumberland -
Overland express continues rough
shod.
Murray over Bawling Green -
If Tigers stay alert.
Henderson o•dr Owensboro 011-
tholic - Overv/helmingly.
Shawnee over Newport - Just to
prose Manuel was no fluke
Mayfield over Prenklin-Simpson
-Madinah back on their Mght
pan
NOW!
rEETAZZA
COLOR TV
IP •
in a compact
cabinet!
Cabinet is so compact it could
fit inside this Motorola
round-tube Color TV cabinet
shell-with space to towel
eissussmeser miesela Illas nee
2:1',ertampuiai Peke tube (21r wined
e.g on. wow . 274 ay an enure wormyas
wiry kidded 23CT3116.
* The picture is rectangular,
full. big, yet the cabinet is
unusually compact and trim.
* Push-button
Demagnetizer. gg
* 82-channel
tuning. iereseis ea
* Color 
Indicator
(
Light
1111:11 _P wer
Transformer. 
on
as low AS
S500
per week
FULL YVAN
1111.1ANANTli
Mon.hoctwor . guarantee
coven free •rr none* at
'Sc.., of any tube OE dert
Warren detach...a normal
use Anended mmeen wt.
lobo. •wre
C•rripeet Table Model. On:y
10 rmih 255. • wide, 11'4'
deep pica 3`.' tuba UP 0,10001
2ICT31011.
_tarty American Cempoct Con
OWN. His power ttanalcenad
%Void channel indicators Model
/Stymie.
Murray Home & Auto
•
American League
- 100 50 .626
- 92 66 586 7
Cialcageo -- 92 et7 579 8
Defeo& 87 72 .547 13
Clieriabind - 85 73 538 14tir
New Thrt - 75 85 .469 26.
- 74 Se .41111 26
31
38'
41
Wednesday's Results
Boston 2 California 1
Cleveland 5 New York 1. nlind
Wadvington 9 Kansas City I. Add
Minnmota 3 Baltimore 2 right
Only ewes scheduled)
Thursday's Probable Pitchers
Minnesota at Baltimore. night -
Pascual 9-3 vs. Papua&
Otitv mime erheduted)
Fridays Gamma
Mumma City at Chicago. night
BOHM= at Amnia/at 2. liniatilit
Detroit at Waehinieten, need
lOhlY waffles scheduled',
National League
Los Angeles -- 94 64 596
Pranoboo 92 Sit .582 2
_is"- $$ 70 567 6
7',Pittabuich - Fl 72 MT
Milwaukee - 86 /3 AM
- 82 76 /Mb
Jit Louts - 77 60 ISO
Chicago - 72 W7 453
liouatinn 64 04 405
New York - 50 109 314
Wednesday's Results
Pittsburgh 4 New Tort 2
Louis flin Franoboo
Los Angeles 5 Cincinnati 0. nide
Phibriddria 7 Chicago I. night
Massada, 5 Houston I. night
lliseellay's Probable Freers
Mibwisultee st Loa Angela. night
Pbscher vs Dryads* 22-12.
at Laub at Houeton. night -
Wiles 2-3 vs Ray 0-1
Canolkinsitt at San Plenoiseo
11-3 vs elerichal 22-13.
I (Only games scheduled
mmaitiraFriday's Gamesli
at Rea Yon/ night
Chilanti at Peliaturgh. night
31, Loub st Homan. night
Milesoubee at Las Amiss. rad*
Cincinnati at star Francisco. night
I. LART BOWLING
LEAGUE
Team
Markin Cl 
llidor Molars -
Redid Papaw%  
Colonial Breed  
Mahn Ckirtesstror
MI Jowly - 
Peoples Rai*  •
Aikty Cara  •
Body's Reasersinit 7
Tucker Itimber  5% 814
likevey Home .41 Mao - 7
Libbers '41U7t4
The Mob  4 •
T. V. ilbrolor Omar -1 14
Lim* Market -.  0 le
*wag Broad 0 El
Ill Team 2 Games MC)
Paean Plank - 31191.411.10011
Tapia Maar@  3111•391.1111111141
Callhay Gontnalor - -3011-3944
III Team Game OHO
Taylor Miters -- 981-117-107S
People, Med r79-130-10111
All Jersey  469-1141.1411111
HI leg. 2 Gums MC)
Lovett. Punlorn  4115-7151111
Reborn Danny  1145.11114111111
5111.132.40
//1.263411
  216-24.3g2
NI 
3111-143•1
lad. 3 Games
Longa Punlom  414
Jp.Gears*  Me
Garner. Hiartan  616
HI hid. Game
w.
10
- •
Quitilintl Joe 
HI Md, Game
Lanett. Purdom  
Knight lf
Wright, Bob  
By FRED DOWN
CPI Spans Writer
The San Francisco Gaeta no king-
* Call -win" the National league
pennant. The only question is atm
dor the ins Angeles Doddie ielli
km it.
That's the altuation in the
E* N. L. race today with the.
Mania as dunned as batter expec(-
ing 0. lamb Kent= changeup and
getting a fed ban irastead. The
Dodgsks have taken ocenmend of
the rare. They two games in
fefint with four to go. And they're
riding • 12.gaine 'Orating streak
while the ClainV have Oast five of
their kat seven garnes.
The Dodgers left the Giants prac-
tically 'dead" Wednesday night
when they whipped the Cincinnati
Reds 5-0 behind Kagan' overpow-
ering two-hit, 13atrIkeout pitching
atter the St Taub Cardeids had
detailed San Francisco 8.8. The Reds
sem indheniancelly eliminated by
their thifeat.
A Sem its
The Dodgers now can do no alone
than tie for the pennant if they
ain only two of their Ism four
games. They will clinch ouginglia if
grey wen three- not matter whet
the °tants no in their lest foug,
gaires And they're ocming right
bent Thursday nista with name
Maar Don Drysdale going maind
the MIlisatiore Draws while the
Glints play the Reds.
The (Hants' forlorn hope Is that
1862 meth% repeat emit Then. the
otuation was exactly the same ae
it is nOW-the Dodgers two games
ahead with four in go-end the
• I race ended In a tie with the Giants
13
141
56
1124,
46%
Wiled Pi* 
Lovett Ptirdorn 
Knight, U. L 
TOP TEN ROWLICIIS
Brewer. Delmar
Lovett. Purdom
Jtrn  
Doherty, Red
Hoene, BIll  
Gamer. Milton
Hendon, L
Reelable. Paul  
Mireprove, 7 C.
Brahrer, Garrett
L.
2
3
3
4
4
4
4
211
2121
3141
Avg.
 191
 166
IS
 178
176
 176
  275
174
 174
 174
L. J. Hendon, Rec.
CLASSIFIED
"GIES
career Oitsan suddenly went to
pillsoe.: in the ninth and the Giants
staged -swan-song" raly which fell
abort shni Hal Wocdeshick struck
out Willie Mc:Covey on a 3 and 2
pitzti to end the game.
Gibson and Curt Flood had three
hits ua±i and Lou Brock. Tun Mc-
Garver and Mike Shannon had two
kills eash to lead St. Louis' 14-hit
attac k
The Milwaukee Braves downed the
Houston Astros 5-1. the Philadelphia
Phillips nipped the Chicago Cubs
78 and the Pittsburgh Pirates beat
the New York Meta 4-2 In other
N. L. games.
In the American League. Minne-
sota oiged hut Buitimore 3-2. Claw-
land defeated New York 5-3. VAidh-
ingtivi beat Kansas City 9-0 and
Bost-31 !upped calm:gum 2,1
Ken Jiihnson pitched a five-hitter
against he limner teernmates to
win his 16th game for the Rraves
Mack Joni abennied his 3114 homer
and two sleds Sod Felipe Alou and
Bo Mathews had two hits each to
Mid the Braves' 10-ha attack.
Rookie ,Krifielder Bill Sorrell
*eked with the bases fined and
Sun out an the ninth to give the
Ptintes their winning run. Adolfo
Ptiippla hit twa homers for the
Miles and Ron Santo, Billy Wil-
liams! and Ernte Banks connected
for the O.
Pagtheries two-rue. eleizildh-
being beim enabled Platebuniti
rellef pitcher Dan Rittman to Mek
up his ninth wink Mb Malt had
Mine hits for CRUM
-
winning en madam playoff
Thenrs ositatrily no inkling at
Br Dodger made required far
such a turn of events. homier.
Kenna' shutout was the DeelleaW
Rath tn their Mame street &w-
ing *tech the appagekel hes seared
• total of 14 rune
What's case. the SMILISTig Dodger
ability to get the hig MC' as the
right time continues mime Miter
WM.
It was Maury Willa wile. usuaily
is lowobral at ths start of a may,
adas ddleanid tha weds tilt" sollsolt
the olkedis--• disoessen serenshinn.
its bight Ihiat elaulbal die Dodgers
into a 44 arid. The Madam had
touched JOE Whim ey far a naa in
Ida JELAigh# cusaw row
sidikossu law throw foillowina •
bingo aide by Lai Johnston MO
4100 Minna on ern they added a
lounli ran56-le emengli Milan
Min 01111gan followed Wills' tilde
with • dada
Komi: allowed arra rinds by
Aida IPlialion and Delon Janson
areouse to hie 26th victory-making
him the fine leftivirsier in N L
history to reach the 36mark Mice
in he career. LI Manama rak-
ed heems= MIN to 310-21 noon
Mon the fongliriebbir MOM mart
had by Sib Paw.
-halo
glob Ohms art cot the °haft
for Wets Ihriltess sad adiailbuted
to the Cardinal.' eightmen Mel MO
the first grand ban honer of lib
Sears 676 Page
Catalog Is Issued
Tailing new testimony that
Mamba's -leicure boom' is bust-
ins out all over ass issued today.
11te eiallence is in the 676-page
Christenss catalog of Sean. Roe-
buck and Co. which is being dis-
tributed to 11 million lumina 5-
• the ration
The Sears catalog - long recog-
nised as a miner of American
lades and trends -- rcdlects s de-
motic awn of Wort& ead I
reerairIon interest. 'Me result is
intrypring new marohaerise de-
dried for the tad-growing leisure
market
A wink-ane peek through th•
catalog reveals three sample inno-
vations
-A Convertible Sofa and Pool
Table The pool table Is bulk in-
to the hart of the sofa. which
swivels over the meat, locking 
int',
place for instant play
-.Ready - To - Matinble Sauna
Rooms Completely equipped rooms
for Sauna bathing - a Finish vers-
ion of the steam bath -- can be
in basements. spar roans.
or even outdoors
-A 50-Piece Obese Mowing Out-
fit for making delicate ornaments,
tablets, of science equipment.
Toys. whidh make up almost a
third of the book. also reflect :•
Weeding trends in ths young's.'"
A "secret agent" theme recurs In
many toys for boys. undoubtedly ar.
Impact of television Innocent -
looking attached mem carry
manner of make-belleve spy took.
A promising new toy combines sec-
ret *gentry and mad racing. lbs
James Bond 007 IFased Race!! Mi-
mes a tunnel with surprise mita.
a bridge "wash-out" and ot her ob-
a 40-dearee hill climb, a leap &cr 
 
awl
-.•-•
1111OPTING IS A PLEASURE INSTEA
D
FOOTBALL
Ratings
NEW YORK IPt - The United
Press International small college
football ratings with first place votes
and si,on-1%-t records in parentheses:
Team Points
1, San Diem State  220
2. Tie. &LSI Carolina   125
North Dakota State 
4WrklaAdcM  122
I 5, Mantaria 80a0s 189
I 6 Wittesberg  93
I 7. Maine  85
: 8 Colorado Western  69
I 9. Chatanooga  68
. 10 Tie Ncrtheast Okla. St. - 66
Horstra  86
Smond 10 - 12. In Angeles
State 1 e3; 13. Maseachuseus 1 52;
14. Tie. Concordia 1 and, North Da.
kora Ti. 48; 16. Louisan& TE-h 42.
PAOE THREE
17, Northern 2Sichigen I 35: 18. Ar.
tunas Stabs 30; 10. Fresno State
26: 29. Middle Tenneoke State 2
23.
Others receiving 10 or more point,
-Budnick Tessa ,Sauthent, Warn
Housom State. Northern Inbleia.,4.
rEouthwest Texas 1, Adarnis State
Sul Ross. Evamviile, ArlIngtco Tex
State. Abilene Christian, ES. NOi.
beat. Linfietd. Kirksville Mo., Gram.
Nine 1 and State College of Iowa
Boys 8 through 13!!!
STILL TIME TO BE A WINNER!
ENTER
PUNT, PISS
tii7 KICK
COMPETITION
TODAY!
WIN!Werrn up jackets! Helmets! Footballs! Gold,
silver or bronze trophies! PLUS an all expense-
pad trip to an NFL game with your dad. AND a
"Tour of Champions" to Washington, D.C., and
to the annual NFL Play Off Bowl game in Miami,
Florida (with both mom and dad).
GET FREE! A book of punting, pas:g,
kicking tips written by top NFL ex et. A,lso,
an attractive PP&K tie-lapel pin.
You must be accompanied by a-flarent or
legal guardian to register. Registration closes
October 81
HURRY! BRING YOUR DAD TODAY! GET FULL DETAILS AT...
PARKER MOTORS
AN 'SE9
OF A TASK
PROTEN (Center Cut 11) First Cut
CHUCK ROAST 49 
C
lb
.1'1. RE
-
Ground Beef 3-lbs. 99c
HAWAIIAN
'PUNCH 3 cans
DREAM WHIP - 4-Ounces
TOPPING
SIREDD'S - Quart
Salad Dressing
22-07
47(
Regular
Sire
27
FRYERS
(('ENTER CUT ... lb. 0e)
lb. 25c
First Cat
PORK CHOPS 49c
HORD() - 3-Lbs., 2-07
Grapefruit Sections 79c
MARTHA WHITE Plain or Seit-Rning
FLOUR 5 lbs. 49c
ARMOURS - Large 9-oz ran
Vienna Sausage 39c
KARO - White. Dark, Waffle
SYRUP
DUNCAN HINES
 1 Pints 21,11c
PANCAKE MIX
KRAFT
misylbs • •43' 39"
MARSHMALLOW CREAM Pint 19c
mliTTATOES  10 lbs. 39'
SWANSDOW N
CAKE MIX 29c
$1.29
doz. 41c
JERGENS (Reg: 41.49) -
LOTION
141:1311.'M - Dozen
EGGS
PAL - 3 Pounds
16-os.
Peanut Butter
Sunshine.
PRETZEL STIK
Chef Rot-Ar-Dee
PIZZA SAUCE _
Giant Sire
DASH.
99c
29'
15'
  69*
ONIONS 3 lbs.
Sweet Potatoes
SHERRY - 12-Ounce
19c
9,cb
COOKING WINE 69c
Skinner - 10-oz. pkg.
MACARONI 19'
DOW PLASTIC (Rag. 490 - 200 feet
HAND! WRAP 29c
Northern Jumbo
PAPER TOWELS _ _ 29'
Purina
DOG FOOD  25-lbs. '2.85
•
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•
•
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You NMI if you use your head like Heptie
lbah dOes When
you talk over the telephone. ilepbs
t bah. Southern Bell's
talking mannequin. ciernetostrates t
he corrrct way to hold
the telephone handset for Clear 
transmission and a voice
that sounds like you
Do you ewes talk with a bud gai
ns In her voice power. as tha
an the phone and suddenly
 her transisnuer placed in different
mice fades serer Or, do you ever p
mitsona.
mite down facts 10.11112 over the 
"Can. lab :eats show thee if the
Whom by a bminagegan and aid- s
tatahpaece is dropped am inch.
dicey hear realibil asumbe-mee- M
out den ievel or beid away from
bo? 
We mann net . -inch more than
llayter the trIcr the fellow at it 
Mond be. -Carpenter said. -the
the other end is runty a "bele- 
voice posers of the speaker is am-
phibian hornet drespItie" e
nd by about lien-
Clarelem banding of the hand- 
According to Carpenter. the cor-
set rens a be al teletibene 
cm- regt 'soy ic bola the handset 
for
veriadens accedes.di R I Cler--,t
Re hat minemilseed is to place
pester, mageeire flb.elern Bel
l the user faint, over the 
ear
bees In karray . 
tatell bold the cad* at the axels.-
•.81..-  is MR Ran nee cedar cd
Gierrert teaserlobe hombre P911.lipaa
rum la so mama* thet Muth
-
ern 11011111108111 Imre dreamt 
ati
maned ef aludNieg ahd 
ASTRONAUTS Br TIMM
telephone tratonsumkin. Duo Ulle jWA014016"°14 1"
the OPOK7 Medof liseidelbes. •
 ; •j.ii.uL J.. Gordrm
newlyieressad Wing- nikanitilft, tiaart
ei COOrall ligem
CorPgaier exPlmoed 
the Hegb.; WAInneeres5 *On 
tratt-Selge good-
abets. a rifted wale recorded, vol
- w Mur of .he nandlle;
welch Idiom -6•haeli trip Bi
lik 0.00ze.
I72:41 4rilelo idytmeatble bantam 
Turkey Ethiopic lillesepszy Kenya.
Maas record the MEM and 
letellnk and the Canery Lands.
Dessorde stygs= beledieg • sew Eeies
e Lertbse ward 
$i...— as shown M the 
Fool Giotto 5110
Moir% top. and dm litiesiGel
asie SOO 7 len 2-dem buirdemn
=is. The ••7 Lire" Is es 
entirely sew swift le 2-
andsamertiliki inoaris. It fewer= a new 4
28-
mhielaiellard% sagese wed f
resawiseel 'wow aloe brakes as ease
tlard wqMtptstatel. Bask dee dir
e brakes and the new 471-eisbie.
lark engem swer semisweet ea al
l other Forth. Other, restores M-
elia& stainer 7 Lien blesti
beation. distinesitrely styled steel
whoeirseers, sod spewial "Aral anreme pa
ha assime."' All MA
Feeds will he is Weed disliese 111111”1
/6111111111 Oessier 1.
The diked melee at elkamme earn k wee kensikeserd •
• • Is
moire 11__.die age mak dee debut ef dee Illemene we a letre.
New my** lemehes dm= se die imelsep mai( slime -
-
judo& • nem kallia. ••Mtetinm wheal severs sad Alas
leetresseem dean es( sew wires?
fare •n 1%6 ehrouresa. New
Mgr 'player shwa below
es a tree stereo siiide tee dee
slA Or* -PAO*/ ofeark.. The
 ispefpleger ha
the ear nalle wand May lee mai al an
y gsp, f„,
aiesily by ensievied the mieridge. 'With
infrediseed in April. die. 1161i Museum
ealkiliegened et the Wistrang IR dye
• 
_
•
Methodist Leaders To Gather
For Lambuth College Crusade
JACKSON. Tenn — A
amaine of Use Memplas ageteigilla
at The Warned* Clem* healleen
called for October 5 for dee POMO
of ni.&in fua4 plane tor' shis
Censtran Higher ildsaation
unts tar LivalOad °gime here
The special iinden his been cal-
ked, by lashop R. Ms !Inger. Jr.,
dent ot the Memphis
Methodist. Ceadce. Beene et the
esesion wee be at Christ Methodiat
akurc.r. al Memphis.
Between 2010 and 3,000 Metho-
dist !eaters from througnout the
conference are expected to at-
tend.
Pea:sopa speaker will be Dr
Huns R. Anderson. President of
Amerman University, a Mathadiat
alsteulean In Wasbinston. D. C.
Delegates will hear of plans for
the Quaid* tram Bishop Pingee.
W.lier, Hanna Cruaide Chaumart
and Obsess L. Yancey. 0o-Ohair-
man Barnais Preedent of the
Pint Nelsons& Rank in Jacloson
and Yancey is a Memphis hint-
• and the Meneles Oonf er-
sem laY-Looder
A Crewed. gal of $1.5 million
11166 IL June by a vote of the
Memphis Oenterenot The money
will be tawd to etrengthed Lain-
aima. Meek a the aissference
sole educational institution
?tuna sail be mod to add a new
mewer budding to the Lambuth
campus to add sloe 20.000 eon
tones to the college's library. ar
st
$0p provide expanded physical _
cotton fecal:ties for the college a
growing student body.
The Maniples semen will begin
at 10 am with deveteme by the
Riairend Dr. Charles W Grant
• Porer of the host chards
Lanibuthe Preivient Dr. Jaen
8. Wilder Jr. heR speak ein "The
Need — What 81.50111100 Will Do-
Bided Finger win address the &in-
ference on "The Mallen. agd the,
Meth" 1... W Nionpun BeleierriLe
attorney and Chsirrogia of the col-
leges Bard of Thiamin
Nest
011ear awakens will Include the
Rea Wllbezei S Emina. , Mn,
Aims B. Green 4 Mempina the
Bea Walter Muchke. Sr . of Mem-
phis. the Rev Wham Vatagbar
Illemptas and the Rev. Dr
T Lyles at admen
De A. 0 Oztee. a well-knowe
11081 1hig at acuity. and
tem Auden& — ea Jena Nefi
lbaratat of kilehie. and James C.
Mow of Memphis will address the
earigerelnee A sprats: !esture of
the program will be an appearance
at the larnbuth dmir directed be
Jo L Plerning The conference is
sehedeged to close at 3 16
The Memphis Panic tenet tri-
dudes sOMP 547 churches in West
Tennessee and ruirst Southwestern
Kentucky Counties
Champion In Three
Different Fields
Bishop Finger
Mustang Has New usith soki. we a
dded a farebeck,
Ellmir mg" 
styled steel new
SpOrts And LUI -.7 standard Nut arid optional V-8 ea-
Appeal Features
Alter 11 reaelia ed Ingeiddeemb-
nig susses as • NM :deli die
mash; becomes • NM with new
Isparta and hoary appeal featurea
New rtytint tend:stet a free-mai in-
strument cluster and new ate,
features are earscard 022 ail 19111
Miatatepi. New Mustang optima
umbel* a Stemmas* Lane Sam
for mete lovers and a high per-
formance engine, automatic trans.
miasma eambinatten.
Donald N Prey, Ford ?doter
Oompany dee preeident and Ned
revision general roaneger, an-
nou:soed that the 1001 Mabee(
es-cc-noes the pattern of noloos.
aliveness to customer demand that
has Marked the CUT bake its In-
valuation in April. 1964
-With the Mustang leas than en
gines. and optional front-wheel
Mac Crakes," Mr. Frey said. "ax
months later, in April this year, we
amiounced three more -Mpritang
options — the OT equipment group,
Interior decor group. and hail-wide
Boat mat
"Thus. the 1900 Mustang repre-
sents the third evolutionary step to
enhance the M.ustang's proven
triple appeal as a practical oar,
luxury car and sporty car," he said
Mr Prey noted that In view of
the Mustang's Unsay Areard-vdn-
Wing design. oilmen MAWR Chien-
es in the 1084 Modazie ars limited
to the grille. eida scoop ornament,
wheeleorins sod Pia filler cats Be
tissenbed the changes as lempland
by the Meatong U. a atytine ex-
perimental oar that preceded lilt
M ustang.
The au scoop orneintent on the
Mustang LI consisted of five hori-
zontal enricisphts emanating from
a vertically canted scoop hat ahead
of the rear wheels. On the 11106
Mustang, three biers emerge from
the soap In similar tashan
Perhaps Mosteng's moo cbettne.
tree change 15 the new grille M-
ega of tins horteonte1 bars be-
a frame that encases the
running Mustang emblem.
New whealcoven suggest a -meg-
neeium-wheel" ioolt and "opmpett-
Cita-car' feeling, and the gas fil-
ler cap has a headier, sturdier de-
sign with bruelsed finish and
Mustang embian.
Standard Mustangs have new
door insert trim panels and new
textured vinyl pleated inserts on
the teiniust seats. The inistrument
panel gibe glove box door have •
beck camera cam finish on stand-
ofd models, and an opttonal wood-
gratin luxury trim.
CHECKING PLANES
WASHINGTON — Federal
agents are investigating to d
eter-
mine If large transport planes ar
e
being used in illegal passenger and
cargo operations at Miami
The Federal Aviation AgenCY
FAA said Wednesday It had sent 
a
nab ci InbeeLiga032S to 
Missal al-
tgr receiving reports that sever
al
mum-ermined transport, ate OW-
Trine Passengers and bright 
to
San Juan and Latin Assothia, wisb-
out proper certifieshon.
Although a motorman &Mood
to wt) liw many persons or, plena
aught be involved he said. Nib
6.1 ker,w that in the 5Lieini area
aloha. there .are up to 50 terse an-
, planes which recrereht a potent
ial
Er being used
by Judy Keats
1 hues been twaecard as Count-
Roan Champion le Peale te..e •
and Roam lergirevament
no sixth mew in fools and I te
neve It le my faveree molet
have gram TINY demareetration b
the L7. 011101KIl I he',
been Node Padect 4:111,22` • • '
four yew and Decree •
hat emirs. I have beer, (Aim.
Eliegepion in the Dairy Ponds Div-
for the years and Lie
Ida goo Yard This Tr4,1
gratme ow been trey mean
he ANEW In the tarn* I
Woe gelliplired and served mean
Mee elide Maher had to be away
dram tam The year I ben been
a Jr. Leder in ere hock Project
I hove asineed the anew proyect
Ice flew emir& Tha es banned ft
flannelly by sty brother He buts
Ils• bed and I pay him When the
hew an mart Ilae nowt is a
greilillibit one prorunn• me Slat
WSW clothes and schned sip.
Was Ter the ha tem years I inn
er
mitered the Datilla an Toot and
Oaellega oneame. end received extra
phew Thee year we were guests
at Ihe awls beneurt ter the Car
am Oasts" hell M Ree4foot Pace
Cbmpoiy.t bid Tarvimr been
Omagh a am* pennessingphew
Aho the parr I hive beer
• the ligartock judge* haw Them
me wad ermilmosi far me rent,
I am ZIA IMP 224.1110232 type.
This Is =is Ike yew foe the
Room knimememet project Noire
my KONA did mot teen a study
center. I deckled to rennisk a desk
an that I could tame a goad pace
to etude I side • bulighles heard
he a desk set, colceed Rem pg
Iowa end • Roam ernmgament atat
id colorful Mucha A issidre
meets from woollen coalnHoars.
Omen& the room.
tonne you nen Of i122 enter the Ma
triet wieh tam peseta chimera:eons.
I welected Piro& end Reran len-
provement. I received Mae rIbbers
on bath at the Senior Achievement
meeUng.
FREE COFFEE Et DONUTS
Friday & Saturday From 9: To 9:
Also Organ Music Both Big Days
•
FALCON FUTURA WPM'S COUPE
THE
RE-INVENTED
'66
FAIRLANE
Ow •
AMERICA'S
ECONOMY CHAMP
WITHiA
30-6ferlY NEW LOOK
- '66
FALCON
FAIRLANE G CONVERTIBLE
SEE THEM Now
America's Total Performance Cars From Ford
At Parker Motors
MORE THAN
EVER A WINNER
'66 MUSTANG
••••••••
FORD LTD 4-DR HARDTOP
AMERICA'S PERSONAL LUXURY CAP
'66 THUNDERBIRD
MUSTANG HARDTOP
QUIET QUALITY
f66FORD
Come Down To
Parker Motors
•
•
•
-
a.
s
•
965
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Tilt LEDGER & TIMER - MURRAY, KENTUCKY PAGE rya
FOR SW
NEED WROUGHT IRON, poet, rail-
ing carport, patio or Jura welding/
Free estunides See Hugh Adams,
Corner 4th and Chestnut. Call 153•
• 1378. 
04.10
•
BY tiWNEN. Leas than 2 year old
brick hone. 3 lange bedrectes. .1,-
mg room, knohen-lamily rein men
bulation. brult-un oven and range,
large utility, ample closet.. atom
windows and doers, corpurt. Can
be seen by appointment Call 75.1
TIC
50 BUICK. 4-door, goxl condition
Cold 7534246 or see at 503 Clive,
04-0
1961 CHIVY Stageon Wagon. In gown
cudit.on with radio, bolter awl
frantic, Nr-8 engine. dbintlerd Uvula
niladon, gad tank 111000 With red
interior. Want OD adi dor WM. to
meet school eageserie. CM WW2
between S. 30 and 6.30. 0.1-P
HOWIE TRAILER at Bowers More
near Kentucky Lake State Pint.
0-1-P
1980 FORD Oalasin automat.
• geed condition eery Mom
Any resienabie 4. Coil 702-400.
04.11
HOTPOINT- Refrialmitor- Pbtidi
MOT 811
THE prean carpet cleaner Haus
• j.w•Wee esee0 on ghe 
budges, He-
elMini ilailpotten cobra Rent dee.shogosow• $1.. Manor Howe at
-011kt. 04e
• ONE-ROW !bed mounted on pick-
er Goad ciandkion, priced dime kW
puke sale. Otto Cheater, Lynn
Orove 4354042. &SSW
SPINET PIANO Par Sole by O.
Musket Bilieroiliont DOM., lac.
Semi popments. May be seen lona
ly. Phase mite linmediately.
sour! Mueleal ha Hampton View
5817 Chippewa. Mt Loma 9, hbasuifilK
ITC
ANTIMUS AUCTION: Sigurday,
Oot.. 2, 10 a. tie. ram or art
Wes Mit leurefi Jesus en
U e Lysol (roe Road Willsell (Ad
iairge. LeniSe of all lunch doe trays.
mustacia taup, eater birches. be
twiddle. meeker rallicr. Mame
trainee. iron stone. milk glaia. docks
toffee grinder, Wee ''with Weis
knots. (aimtable. aid IOW& good
men sant, iou rit Iftessentle. Moab
pick holder. to beak bowl and
pleaborsAseephones. luta ot other
items edo numgrats Wtainelon.
9
isehalia
MENA
If I tG W• 1r ••
I 2
OPPORTUNITIES
NOW OPEN
at
HONES
laundry & Cleaner,
FOR. WOMEN
Am 15-U
,oin Laundry Attendant
Dress Pinkher
0.0-0
COOK AND WAITREri13 Phone
482-8101 or apt* at person after
5 p to at E it 1. Trott Stop an
Servkes Offered
TREE TRIMMLNG, mottling doom
trees, taming out dead binge. el
posh era volt. Behlag out MOW
lerint care, hedge anti shrei•Iri
trimming. Cali Jun Pridemore as.
01-0
aBN1
HOUSE .....turitift and milady iota,
ay time can 753-1722, night 753-
401 Thweatin Service Station and
Trader Park. Alm°, Ky. 13.313C
_
SINGLE R00111 for student. N. lith
1 block from oollege. Ceti 783-30111
at%er4p.m.TPC
TO THE RIGHT PERSON, nice
whste f rune 2-bedroom hourse "nth
bath Newly deconsted, itieet rock-
ed, insulated, tat.y mua. stacalc
heat. shade. 4 nubs east 4 Manny
Hanel liatannwy. SSW an hay 14 Available Na' IS. tat&
_
person or toupee preferred Ong 752-
EXPERIE4CED Service Station St. MN. 04C
Snail= AtiltS In Mahn IS Tenho) 1 
fiemcie swam ma and mow No POOR YEAR OLD three-bedroem
phone cads Masse- 
0440 brick house on N. lath. J 0 Pat-
ina, Ihiidbor, Mims 703.173S. 02•C
- - - -
PRIVATE ROOM welt Idection pri-
vileges. or wilt tenni Phased or
waking Body mattered Phone WS
401111. 0-2-C
LOST 1 v01040
TWO POINTER Wad dorgi. one liver
and white. trek other block and
Mite finale, 6 months old. Reward.
Darius Crouch. phone 406-410.
Thunderbird Setssac
New Standards
N 0 - t
The elegance, sporthers and die-
tanctfee 
IlL 
features that add gip 
ECTRALtrk -Sr-nee it wevillet.t:.;-1 nunikehird reach new and ROM
Soo 11.i. 4. d,. C Rood- toe 19.1
aw Prune 382'31/6 Iad'aville" j (Medal is MacKenzie, And Me-
lt-07e
; Won general Midi manager. mid
tour Thauaderberd models will be
REM NEW RCAF - but short 4110fteredIn um comisisrid with theso
ealeme-aPol7 PlOnseed Ae. Igo. Ibr new lineup tealudge
phi* Altar-mum-An amazing euel. the eomertible and
44 ti* cols Wen. teluvenwilw I are rebated and • new Town lAw.
old • :chwit roods- itoPm lea" mod dau and Them Hardtop wtach feat-
w151 reduoe utitenor temperahlrell tyre a new mot iine.
13 &OW Do ate lob tor ookY 3 haw Natures kw ads moires ea
fcl3t- Mt far dem" overhead atfety-oonventeme non-
and 'Pec°61 lialka sole la -Town" rod d Models. a newSewn llnoe; aullbee Feint 13141M Susecisook MIN player follE11.0.11.0
a n_ a
_ . _ emster=e
- _ nd ow tingertip
Hughway Riot speed centred In-
DILL ELECTRIC for motor
toweled tote the steering wheat.
repair. New and used motors for -Nam elegance Is e*5se Sn the
saiir Unwed Mummy Ilene-le Thea-
ter entrance_ Name TWC lv" Laadau and lbw°, Igardtop models with Utter unique
  roof Lie. • Mr. MacKenzie sad
SATURDAY NIGHT IS "The Ilighr I "Mee aferuneas lwasseed In it.
'Lan And Abner Goes 710 aght°1' 1.°331 lirlgeeld °Wing of
311 MSS Thunderbirds and hi themision". at the Menial Dam
In new op.
onal it-en-performance en.
2Leatratill
gale
everything will sell Auctioneer,
Shoemaker's Auction Seprige 0-341 
'So widely copied Ca. the Thtm-
SALMI and Sanwa. , donned roof. with tta broad rear
12 OW HAMM& anotelo WSW Oak Canon R. Cheriy. pbow Sit ' Pai
n. abAL lard tuella. were an-
Early American. Illedreign. NSF 11125 • 
0.41. kl.red to develop • new definition.
mak weeher (%111 753-4011 gave 
In • bole etning drake, they slim.
3:15). :1 1 m. 0.110 us
.v.ail the rear aide sinclow and
DA A1,1 ER TOMORROW night extent)ed the pillar to the front
Rzminrut Lois sub or *lab' "We've Lion MW nue -Lan and Thil401/ for • special 'Town Oar'
out dives. 100' 22b. nr/ilN Mit'air in the .1m, Ern Dan Some! caveat."
city water, saner to any end others. nu' 1 he rite -Tow n" roof line not
 ,on.y cdler• a theanctave sateglar
smarm GRAVEYARD cwaning. aPPilliwoce but als
o enard• Prosier
illatuntlay. October Isiusemml peo. Primer he Raid.
Me pines sithent. 
0.4.,,c '1 us loan !Amami and Toes
Hardtop interiors nave • molded
headlining with Integrated Mil 'b-
urs ono an tAttlmati cousoie In-
curpot..zing the ratety-oonurnience
coati", panel standard on then
AUCTION BALE: eit the home at L4r1,. and onforse. IncIud
Ars. U. 111. Driver, 203 Broadway aouroim, fasten-Pate.w rn ng tIght, 
 Manion, lieturtlay, Oclaing
4 lu a. in. OULIO-.013t Stevens .6,1.4.4
15.2ta, three feenors 22 rifles, one tumors. ,-"-ithe eoteepee; ;.=
mat outaide reaW. Elheide 14 M.
Realtor phone 7111-3066 or 76040114.
041.0
SIX et EEK.--, OW Ems* pups OW
753,3565 after 4:00 p. to or we at
301 N lith 0-2-C
.OUTOROWN YOUR prevent hornet
-el to we have 1411111, you need.
We have four, 4bedrooni homer
limbed. They are al conveniently kr.
cated and are to excelient shape
One of dues ls Me Oollege Tar-
r. ant, 11 blasts Imen the clot-
Rue It hos 3 Mae. air-conditioned.
builtin mew. WAR" room. 2 car
carport. conpri.inig ki Vying room
and tel This ileum is onS 1 year
old and 8 priced to seal
REAR TOWN *ad ofti0 1 - fiSt 3.
bedroom home is only 4 Mocks horn
town. awl what II in good 
can
Soon. bals • *A immonsuct, eassuut
heat, and • fire0ent It 8 en •
nom lot and is priced at Only MAO
SMALL DOWN payment - will buy
this 3-bedroom brick on Woodlawm
K is only 3 blocks from the collate
anti is neer eallegratary school It
has 3 bedrocnitt. &Writ mom. dirwias
morn. utallty. garage. eeectric heat.
storm &ars and windows. end •
large kit Very deerable to eve in
or for exellBent krone property:
THREE BRAND NEW homes in
nice subdivistara. All three of them
are mars nice, One hes esigral
heat and Mr. all terve OulltAi Maim
2 Naha storm doon and itindoisa
twee amp* lave careall=eY
Me WNW Irom 
$15,735.s 
R. 60 Whit Motu. phodo
1661 or 044111141. 0-3-C
Ai NI hiCoVits
-roR AlTb
Information. call 753-3311 anytime'
w I s
TL1NE-t1P Johnson's Sin-
rimr Boston at Five Pointe. Owl
appreaerefa lot MIS mats. Phone
753.11169. 8 - 30-C
:-,,,,agirow.a.m.aleassemmenseara,
AUCTION SAI..5 ha:uriltio, October
2. di I p. In. at the Shiley Nix
txmile to Heeit on 641 Highwai. cg-
feriug tor aesk. CotaCh. °heal. bode.
spa Logs. mattrehee, LAMM*, dregs.
ers, inning hulk niedune. wader.swim -.tubs. II knot-'. mew
Skeet. hunts. gages and &Mew
Atitignes: Deemer. Sabha. limps,
noa, rotting alaihs. dlhas hoar sate,meow oubbard. Mauro frames,
veers. 'utile, deem end one tea
Mid coffee chest,. Is ease of raIn
Ole following Saturday. Mrs. Oota
Curd, owner, Joe Pat Lamb, Auc-
tioneer, 8-30-C
AUCTION .4111.11
Stevens anInkliIne• One COMAX twist remosiss ea VON at
Tt rifle, awe Remeoldwo 12 „wino&
Wee one Renling4On 3.1, a"e bale and as mounted above Use costa
an, Lew Marna 36.30, one Merlin cueole on „on deal panel so oo.
&wet) 3.1.30. one Model SO WIn-
41 otw Braden 13 gauge. in ricki.tion to the new "Town"
One 41 rale. taw /2 genieia*gtai. isca.. competition-type grille. new
new 22 13 & W revolves, cad 38 8 &W,
Old 22 Fr mob positive. cal 32 )3 & W.
Iwo H si It gentile alike rev., one
*dee d'9111hr, One Dernesper; Pocket
waucnew Elgin. Heimilton. Mn Wan
ham. Hunan ieliMs-ettioe desk, re-
h lawsuit, premed glum. cornivai
glum. hand tools, WibillUt anuque
onset, marble top chest. antague
look of the
matched min
engine opuont
°111"n••
Inetunaig equ"Plimillt• I man Pr°' an- .1..• is a 441-cubit -
•)ent."" (lee" neaten'. een"ninagien tliCil -411 W41•041 ecutiatnei perform-
°atm% ansaqus slpsar' .to.• co:war/hie to that of
"I" "ft "'LAI' Lem" the aamel I ant -07" high-perfor-
aerie tamps orta 0,4itee MONK Otheeee engine 
Tuf 
wEsa, taw „insotasi,„,
teems too nerneaorts to mention. and. citoeos of the oanoseo
.i0t111 Raley and Joe Thdrusertard 390-cub -Inch V-4
Readies. 8-3041
PUW111'4040. 0.atgu, mad Ltd/warkala
tainanips are the most obvious
• cranges an die Thunderbird
lot lista 1hjt eac.haive Thunder-
turd sequential turn signals are
retained.
A he performance
19e6 "Ita.huertard •
• 11014 pert‘rmance
engine.
-• - Ow engine offers Thunderbird
buyers added performance over the
atti4Witird engine, yet penalize avail-
ed:MOO of automatic transmission,
stsermg, power brakes, eir
coniutioning Ana Mined-olio &I-
terinual.
NAME POSTMASTERS
WAIAHINtiToel tPt - The Sen-
ate Heonewiey confirmed two per-
sons so post:Airier: far Kenuicb.
Approved, were 'Bennie 0 Faulk.
Mai-tutu 011p, and Pauline IL Ap-
pr !tate, Tolleaboro.
U.S.D.A. INSPECTED
FRYERS
WHOLE 25c
LB.
Quartered Lb. 31Cot Up
No Limit None Sold To Dieslars
FRESH FRYER PARTS
Whole Breast
with part
ottecked 
58
rib
,
Whole Legstb 484 sh
Hog Market
INcivral Et ate ketrttet. News SerVIAT
' F pt. 30, 1965 Kentucky Purcham.
Area Hog Market Report Including
7 Buying Suwon&
Estimated Reoeset• 450 Head. Bar-
rows and Gina. Steady
U. 8. 1. 2 and 3 1e0340 $22.40-
22M: Pew U. 8 1 190.230 its
=1.10-23.85. U. S. 2 and 3 245-770
1131. 401.00-23.00; U. S. 1. 1 and 1
160.175 Its. $2000-20.50: U. S.
tnd 3 sows 400.600 lbs. 318.0019.50;
1? 8. 1 and 2 350-400 Ins $19.50-
21; 75.
iro1965KENTUCKY
/MP
DIRECTOR NAMED
FRANKFORT, Ky. 071 - Wil-
liam G Montgcmery, 51, Louis-
ville, Wednesday was appointed
directer of the state Parks Depart-
ment maintenance clavLsion He
eucceeds Terry L. Britt, Frankfort,
who was appointed to the depart-
ment's Invasion of construction.
Ai? 1UPtil Ku,I1I NUJ Mite 6.cd IUP
STEAK SALE
iblo8 ib,98cT-BONE SIRLOIN ROUND1b7
SUPER RIGHT BEEF 98 
Ins rlibsRib Roast The King Ol The
 Roosts) 88lit 3 Ribs 7 In. Cut Lb. 4 7 Cuhtn.  4Lb.
Rump Roast BONELESS (OR ROTISSERIE)BEEF Lb. 98
SUPER RIGHT
Sliced Beef Liver 49c'SUPER R
IGHT FRESH
f Bee
SUPER
RIGHT
FRESH (Lesser Quantifiers Lb.490
3 Lb. Kg. Or Nor. 45,
Lb. 
4
_
Turkeys INSPECTED
USDA
10 Tit 210 Lb. -'-s  384
(Genie A)
SUPER RIGHT 1 Lb.
Bil 53i Lb. 98cSausage PURE PORK U.
Sliced Bdeoli 
1..499 
iptt7.94
SOUTHERN
Innip BREADED
• 
Itt,S1).39  4$3o?19 Oz.
Pk I
5 5 4 
Hams...cga.
CAP14 JOHN
2 LP`k,s1"
Oleomargarine
Nutlr ,
Otr•
lb
( A 14
4 I -Lb
970
97
APPLES CAULFLOW GRAPES POTATOES
_ 
McIntosh 8 
All Papas.Ieg
Li. 49,
Wants
SIA0V, Larg•
11110d 
NIIII. 1 
8UV Lkt. 7 A
11,28c Reti Tekey Li 124 WHITE lIng _
i YELLOW SQUASrnOI HONEYDEW 14;c: 594 CUCUMBERS .3 29'• .3.i•rrorook
$01.111 PITTEDA
 & P R ED 4 1c.L.:' 69' Bread White (Sow. iSt)
JANE PARKER
Cherries Butter
2 1 1 /4 Lb.39$
Lvas.
Red Salmon , L b Cie  cyt , "Is 59c Brownies 
All &star
tSev• 301) 13T?:4
9tSUNNY BROOK AA - Lb JANE PARKER
Eggs Groe,.A.L-4, dot 49c Apple Pie Donuts circitre'd
nutiybfOO JANE PARKER JANE PARKER ($4,eso
x 21c
A & P PINEAPPLE • GRAPEFRUIT
ARISTOCRAT
CRACKERS 4 P:ILS.3111::" 194 (",14.039, FRUIT DRINK4 l'41q11.9t.949cANN PAGE 1 os MARVEL VANILLA •Tomato Soup ,o, 0. c.. Miracle Whip Saladcosine
Chili BV::  Can• •(SUPER RIGHT) 4 99t ke Cream mayonaise 0.49c
Anti-Freeze
9Morw•I Gal. py• , ton.1 ,,,  S9 c„,1 c s s 1 LIQUID DETERGENT
(New Libel)$1.39  col. Q49$
Special Sale EIGHT O'CLOCK COFFEE 3: 1"
DELMONTE CORN c̀ zrZyle
MAXWELL HOUSE COFFEE
CLOROX BLEACH 3t OFF
SOFT WE YE
BATHROOM
TISSUE
Pkgs
CUTRITE
WAX PAPER
125 Ft. Roll
294
CHARMIN
BATHROOM
TISSUE
34 
R„o9
l 8,pk 
BALL
FRUIT JARS
W•tb Donis Lids
Pts. Doz. $11?
Qts. Doz. 35
tow-
VANITY FAIR
DINNER NAPKIN
47cPig 01 75
CHICKEN OF THE SEA )0LGERS
LIGHT TUNA INSTANT COFFEE
01•54 Sty le 48 A (20. OH 15.171) $12$
9 1 40i Con IF imp I
• 
SALLARO, OR 
Biscuits 0- R PILL.SB.U y 0110RT 6 Cans 49#
Lifebuoy (124 Off)SOAP 4.5.. 744Los
Margarine MIRACLE I Lb P1112
KRAFT (20 Off)
SPrY SHORTENING 2 LS. 10 Os 78(71°H) CAA4
SWANSDOWN
CAKE MIXES
Exc.{.:11•Flievrie•A
4 
1-Lb. 1-0:
Pkgs.
880
PRICES IN THIS AS ifiKTIVE THAI SAT.,OCT. 2,041
THI OIRAT sirtAmitt a PAC TEA COMPANY.
jj 
uartoumul tout) milyosilsi net last '
rood Stores
•
•
•lair40.14
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-4
A deatiorti.• root real 11•14 OR IWO mew Thellarribird
Imeillels lee 19•41. the Toon lands's. anp, cod the Toon Hard-
top, gado cart ogler an elegaat 'law ear" Meek as cooMmatiod
aith cooriertildes and thr traditional geld Nome sporty
lard roof lige continued ow .19616 Thoodarbird hardtops. New
•portineris ii rellerted in the styling of all !JIM Thanderldrido
and in *tail/WW1, as optimal 42111ealliedark performance
rapine. Other Imo optima inehmle a Seereasenie tape player in-
tegrated into the radio in the center coonale. and fingertip auto-
nomic Highaii• Pilot speed ovinteol higagginteal into the eirering
wheel. 4n overhead rosmalie onvtaigaigas alone-ajar warning light,
fameormai-lerlt oarning light entergeorr dearer. and kewfuei
wandeig light is denied so all "Tows" asodelli. til 1966 limn-
&Air& .01 6r in Ford dealer dooterointr. OR-tuber I.
krill/AV 'SO Min •
Peorditte Page•
eivs 3snetk,
dog thiti
by tatted Pons Internalimal
C0MMIUM11 MOVES
FRANKFORT Ky III — The
Mote Conanewe Departasent Wed-
nesday oxispieted a MOM milt now
cetera here to conalabdate aod
coordinate aC of tts opostions In
one building Orfloao- of dm de-
partment oxupy two DKr* of the
space ea Ow ANL god astimad
noon at a new
TO471111 ClIARGOD
OIMMI11101110. Ky — Alt-
I. II.Owensboro. was
(limpid with Involseneety nen-
slasofeeer Wedninday In the death
of 3-rear-old lOwaterly Dot
Randat 
es last
;Me ehOg was musk is
bar herdly drreeway by a ear 
ven by L. Lomb are to
taken up by the laseetaber Davies
County grand Jury
--
PLUG ROOM
FRANIC7ORT Ry ore —
o-rtrics a group of fanner Rea-
Luc-turn noir ivir4 in Oh*. Ws&
neectay pined in the drtre tor pas-
age of the seetek proposed MS
taill.on bond bout Tberty-eight
members of Ur (ihtopu Um
here to erproo awn far
the bond onto arid to Is UN
let•-r‘ tar OTtcks had *MOB in
•a/cip.r- Or the raelletire
- -
4
Sh
& desert anti 7c on a
Aaertoser would br.rig us sisthlut
abillption a eclert1.1 prmew book-
let out an enctr:-pedia.
lly betylog a arta= soap we could
get beauttfial crien stretch glares
tor only 61 00 math a coupon.
Audi Wet. but eartatoly not knot
we got a look at the Me Port,
Flamm sad, Wormy on a told out
There le hot no telling he. wawa
money a fellow °odd save if he
lad the tames to bay all of the
things at which Owe Is a saving
W handing owe ttr proper coupan.
Nor YOU KNOW
by United. Preto tatesetallsewll
Potion oak In the southern Dalt-
ed Store wows as a rhruh only eel*
to two feet tall. while the Ail-
fonds sarkity grows to be es tall
at aloe feet according to Ow
Ihxyclopedta Bettanies
 •
DOO mune
A moll Beagle dog has come
to the home of Reuben Moody at
511 South 11th Street. Mrs ltiox.,t,
amid rile was sure the dog • ia
same cituld's pet the owner :nsiy
bare a by calling for and minn: a.
tytni the dog
Futaristic ineeseldeas to dr 1964 llanialarkird arelaie as
ererfrod eseenle, tops ilaseedir 111101nrai Plat Com
teal. censer; end Steuressaie rare =, d isiessaa. The earrIssaid
••••••1.) — saredirrd toTom Lad= and Tama Barden. asednis
-- forleales wangles lidar fee law foal, dear ajar ma taws
misalisho se well sr ma enurpeney Sadler awiedai The illent117
Met mead 
ar
eanwel the driver se set. redoes Ulla MINN
C
by OseetIdag boom leered en the arm-
abligehmetPiegek arga player earbillpee=pthes
se SO inloWee a( swum meek nraglas frau to the
u 
earwart &AL Few agaskar• am larrarai eforreglieely to bring
die fall mane rielmara to Maar ad Pelielagera• 4,416,Ahl.......
SHOP
PARKERS
FOR
REAL
FOOD VALUES
mor
• -
THE LEDGER & 'MTV; — MrRRAV, RENTVCWT
Tender
WORTH GO/ G AR R
PorkSteak59!
59cArmour Star Sliced - 1-lb. pkg.
BACON ISS 
I e2
TatIRBDAY — SEPTEMBER 30, 1965
HUNT'S
TOMATO
JUICE
46-0z. Cart
29
44iik
FROZEN FOODS 
CREAM PIES ZaL — — — 01:nce 29c
SLICD PEACHES Frosty0: APekrges 19c
MEAT PIES — —
FroiroyunAceres
3/49c
PFrestvE4eBresAlip6toEPackageR WAFFLES— 10c
PIZZA _ _ _ F 172 -toyu nAceres _ 'Inc
TOPS as t,h, 198)
Dog Food 50 3.89
CHASE & SANBORN
INSTANT
REELFOOT Al.L 1 T
WIENERS
SAUSAGE
39c12-01 Pkg.
4
OUR MAKE
PURE PORK
Lean, Meaty - Boston Butt
Pork Roast 49b
FOLGERS
Coffee Flour
M ANTRA WHITE
Plain or Self-atiO
$2..19 I B. RAG
49c.
Pillsbury - White, Yellow, Choc. Fudge 3 Boxes
CAKE MIX 99c
Nabisco Premium - one poolid
CRACKERS — — — 29 "°'FLUFFY ALL-- 79c.
COFFEE
6-01. Jar
FRESH PRODUCE
CORN
Fancy
POTATOES 311.25(
Fresh Home Grown
ONIONS'S::  3
-Lb.
Bag
ear a
19(
RED RADISHES Fresh — — bag 5(
PILLSBURY
PANCAKE •
MIX
- 2-1.b. Box -
39c
Poppy - Bathroom
TISSUE
4 roll pkg. 25c
B.ANIA or DELITED
APPLE JELLY
2:39'
GREER
YELLOW FREESTONE
PEACHES
Large 21 2 Can
4 for 89c
BUNNY
Angle Food
CAKE
(39 Value)
29c
GREEN GIANT
NIBLETS
CORN
12-0a. Can
237
Pili,bury Flaky - 4-oz.
BUTTERMILK BISCUITS
2F00 I 5`
Argo - 16-oz.
CORN STARCH
2 F°. 39`
FINAL TOR
17 Ounce
38*
HANDY ANDY
28 Ounce
64*
GREEN GIANT
MEXICORN
12-0s. Can
2 1'3, W
Pillsbury Flaky - 4-oy
SWEETMILK BISCUITS
2F0. 15*
ARGO GLOSS
16-Ounce
19e
LIFEBOUY SOAP
Reg. Si:* Rath Sise
3/33* 2/33*
WISK
Quart
69*
GOIFEN GIANT
PEAS
Ne. 353 Can
25c
Bruce - quart
CLEANING WAX
88*
NIAGARA STARCH
12-Ounee
23*
LUX SOAP
Reg. Site Bath Site
3/33* 2/33*
DOVE LIQUID
Free Hair Brush - 22-02.
5g*
•
•
•
4bstleogena 
poopop
--faareemenees
ampl•saimmollill111.1k
..ammor-moMMEINIMI.momIPIIMIWIMPLizai..9{.1iONIONNOPMaC.. •
•
a.
•
•
5
10
In
•
•
L5c
LY
DNE
1
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•
• •
'19c
Dd
NT
Ill
Art
WAX
TAM
Pe
PAP
•
•
a •
Rath Ske • •
2/33*
QUID
Rh - 22-oz.
•
•
19111( L•Detillt a Yeast{ — WaultRAT, PAGE SEVEN
JUST OUT.... JUST WONDERFUL
SEE THEM FRIDAY OCTOBER 1ST.
Park Lane 4-Door Hardtop
Montclair 2-Door Hardtop
Colony Park 4-Door Station Wagon
Commuter 4-Door Station Wagon
S-55 Convertible
the big new-generationaNIT
They're Here
The New 1966 Comets
Come on out to Hatcher Auto Sales and take a look at the '66 Comet!
The Big, Beautiful, Performance
Champion!!
Cyclone GT Hardtop
Caliente Convertible
Move ahead with
in the Lincoln Continental tradition
Monterey 4-Door Breezeway Sedan
1966
MERCURY - HERE
show just a few of the fabulous 1966 Mercurys.
Come out to Hatcher Auto Sales and see them
all!
('yclone 2-Door Hardtop
Comet 202 4-Door Sedan
JIM WA
- -4"
Villager 4-Door Station Wagon
For The Best Deal On The Best Cars For 1966-See Bennie Jackson-Charles Wilson - Aubry Hatcher
SEE THEM AT
HATCHER AUTO SALES
YOUR AUTHORIZED
South 12th. Street MERCURY & COMET DEALER
•••••-,. - -
•
Phone 753-4982
41(P
iffirainmem•me,
Ice a moment. ip AWL
"Yea. that's ebelgelli MIS pea
think at the In the
notteset
_e
01.
7"11.13X EIGHT THE LEDGER & TIMES — MURRAY, KENTUCKY
Murray Hospital
Census. - Adults   59
Cemmus - Ntheery  a
Panent& Admitted   0
Patient& Lesonned .. 0
Patients admitted teem September
NI. 11:01 a. to beptesaber
it. 11115 AIM ass.
Mrs. Arne& liemonson. and baby
gun. Route 2: Mrs. Meatus Cooper.
Route I. Haan; Man Brown tills,
New Ooncord; Mks Anna H. Park-
er. 006 Vine; H. B team. Route
2 Allen MeCruston. New Concord,
Ray Munch) 300 N fah Street;
Mrs. Janata Terry, Haael. Beacon
P Wilkerson, 311 So Ilth Street;
Mrs Rowe Leon Mills. Route 3,
Benton. Mrs Ous C Helen Route
1, Alreo. Erwin Stark. Itte Syca-
more; Mrs. Pope Pate. 300 So.
11th Street Mrs James H Under-
W.R. Burneft's Stirring Novel
The Iiiirizursirkg
cifMffielixe-y Free
pommel by sersonsmest with Ikett ineedith Literary Agency. Copyright
,0 1101 by Basilan Desks. Ism Dietriented by Kim remove aradasta
With? ALI 11111Pletnifi
Ro oluaky teewode Saudeter
freshenw sad a Soros farm coons
Gee. no-berry • istenot
In Me anw Use horrors at Owl ear
aid deb el in osiseed MM.
Itimbetie weememseil sirs to mi-
ned is Wawa Ilerl-See the
all=1".taigUldiatir ti
back to Nosituety a seam aback
stallion diey saw sit • rossomet A.
allakor Fret me• ensrognitio raw
=Woe bentese Mori& ratemceet net tido siltrawilled
lemacial &Menthe or sagest=
w let.gkat VIE= otTrtMIZ
Manly to win,
mmeites weined to to,. be bon
bores, sial seeing to thioninare
fiespeaWie% t
amend to
tee same Jamie. leas weitellismeelp-
inn for a awns, caw, sal am
me meal metto ie.istP4_61"Tme. Re sat months to
as a condition that a mem.
take the hone to Awairtes.
Uolielinownot to she trayborrys,
"Wetly"J •nruntor sow Caw
CHAPTER 10
TR:SHIP sailed for Amerkadawn. The Mayberrys
had come aboard mar midnight
with a party at friends. sod the
seeing off. In a welter at felien
Illations. hadn't broken op tin
after one o'clock I3ut the Gen-
eral was up early. pacing the
deck irritably as the Mg ship
shoved on with a ringing at
bella • bellowteg at craws and
a long tootling at the whistle.
He watched the dock recede,
and stayed on deck until the
pilot had been dragged, then be
went below to owe boar Mikkey
Free was doing.
Cos Mount was working on
the big stallion with a break
and nervy omen. with Many
standing comfortably between
the mina
'Toone at ft early. Kelly,"
General Mayberry said.
'Tea. an." mid Con. '1 want
to keep Mtn sip wed so he will
note his bost when we get to
archertes. Lee • horse he around
without care and Ms mat will
tuna forward and he'll look eke
a carters enamel before you
karYis IL"
"Heseams calm omega.'
-CM isea cabin mostly But
be kas tus speak and you never
Know whew. He's fall et tire
and temparasemit. We Med the
oared*. own Ume tavola. Almi
as a yesellng. We Mar bad one
beads MOM or . I uree ally a
soy at the tine sad at as mope-
eta ftak. SO I brake Mu ts
eaddle rather than bait a
"Why that. sess Italy ?-
cos started slightly "OIL
well you me. at. I was es
taunlear with all Ids ways
was mum taught to Imilethe
rise Master. ear. thanght blibly
of my ability lila hieenna."
work. lemony Con laughed and
said "You know. I think the
big fellow likes bong on a boat.
He was a lamb all the way
acmes the Henn Channel to
LIverpooL and now look at him,
and we're getting • roll at the
inament"
The General nodded. Mickey
Tree indeed seemed to be enjoy-
ing the peasage.
/lbw three dam or parted
ethather. a storm blew up out
at the West, end the course at
Ow ship was altered slightly so
That the sluttartsgly powerful
waives wend not meet the bow
heed on. The bag eldp relied
and pitched like • rowboat on
• rody lake. Waves earned
ever and esambed two lifeboats
forward_
Oos was scared as he'd never
been before in his life. He
stayed In the stall with Mickey
Free, who braced binned to
the roll arid did not seem un-
duly disturbed. though the
whites of his eyes Mimed
strongly to the half-light from
time Ume. Irtnany Oen pet
lam oti the guys to steady Mill
as the rolling grew were..
The bale Scotch hostler came
to moaning "Oh. It's bad. bad.
They've got big trouble In
steerage. They are all saying
they will be drowned tike rats
In a trap and they want out.
They say if trouble coma they
west to be mar the lifeboats.
And the Irlati are the worst'
"Inbare that. man n' Cm
ghosted.
"Steerage Is loaded with
Liverpool Irish as the way to
Aisseica They are making the
most of the rumpus and the
other foreigners and such are
tern/led ot them"
• • •
TH''ti.Chat night, and the General
storm blew neer out
and his daughter appeared at
the Captain's table for Amok
the next day.
'tleneral." the Captala toni
so they sat down beak& litm.
-whet Mad or groan is that
poet may aboard In
litembelle sheerell Mustediate
Intorost. "LBO has be done,
Captain?' as ithmended ea-
Pelf-
Tbe Cieptaan thigthed. "Why.
at the Might et the storm. be
MOM the Ina is steerage-
We Memel bad • paste There
meld Mee bees sena= trouble.'
Vatted? Hever" asked the
Outeral
"WM they wee • wild lot and
mey were for breaking out all
over the ship so that they
would be near the eteboats
They woe -__two barriers.
Inad Wm Third Wale Ran** suggested
in • altar Pliallt that be he anemia to mama
mea the gown Welly. I less
summed PMA WHIM to try any-
tiling. WM sit. Ketly settled
them. Wham Ire lett, they were
mean*" add* the General.
-Later be Mimed to them. Rog
Mat a Ids, brawny Mae-
hatred sibehminge trona Wady
by way of LINfirdwal
him out on thltindi *OS
to interfere Bellnelsnocked him
iniconacicus sae also another
one. Then he talked to the rest."
The Captain leaned forward to
Waugh and the General asel
lerabelle stared at each other
to wonder.
"Hut why," asked the Gen-
eral atter a moment. "did the
third mate want to consult with
him?"'
"The! I don't know." an-
swered the Captain. 'TVs all a
great mystery to me. Bin I
have a sugmenion I think we
Mould get up a nobscription tor
the groom"
"Sorry, Captain," said the
General. quickly. "but I don't
think Kelly would like that"
The Captain stared in won-
lahment. "What' Not like
noney 7 A groom"
The General laughed nervous-
ly. "rd appraisal' it, Captain,
W you would leave this to me.-
Mdillinly eocurred to the
Owlets that Cameral Slayton,
was • very deb masa oar-
taint". or.
Mleabelle could hardly wait
to get back to the stateroom.
-Father,- she cried, creeping
the arm, 'what does an this
mean?"
'I closet know.' laughed the
General. 13ut I wish I mold
have seen him stretch those
men out tie's a powerful ten
lenabene end stalang The
General turned and looked at
her. "Will you be more for-
bearing with Kelly. vow. dear?"
he asked after a neement,
Mould be. I Meow
Then ben'
111 try. Father But maw
thing about that yomlig bum
puts me off dreadfully."
for the nest time the Gen-
eral began to bam an ukase
et what was Imensgeng ais.
desetheer. Could It be Wm a
pesable? Whe was MMus end
pertly bemuse of temperament
aid partly because else IMP the
General's dangerter, she me
Never bad say ef the ems&
endue of • yams girl Me
knew seat to eseedng about the
went
He took her band
Kelly iss a groom end • geed
me Lot's leave it at that."
berabelle lowered her eyes.
'All nett. Father ru say no
more about It."
All the same. the General did
not sleep too well that night_
Little by tittle he was begin-
▪ to regret fee trip to 
laid aid n Ms gather 1101110c1 in-
abstdoets pagan marly a
hundred thousand deism tor a
There was • War alkinsa The meek es inmest' lead a trouble.
mere, stood watdding The "Be tease to there, you /To as Deuelmed rossiereow)
eveturse 68 errenemswat Seth SW1 Meredith Lawww7 Groyne! t UM WO 811111010 Boom len
noteremee by Las Fontinvo Madame
wood, and baby earl, Route 1. Ha-
ien Mrs. Eckly Dahltoes. and baby
girt, 1303 Olive Blvd Mrs- Corti
IlleCkon, Route 1; Miss Janet Re-
na liteKendree. Route 1, Benton;
Mrs Larry Robinson, and baby girl;
Route 3. Mrs. Bill Houghton. and,
baby girl, Route 2. Hare: . Juntas
L. Partner, 1106 W. Main Street:
Mn. Harold Everstneyer, 830 North
111th Street and baby girl; MM.
Wilton Veer, Peggy Ann Drive;
Miss Jane Ann Sonia. 1634 W.
Olive, Mr. L. 11 Nursworthy, Route
1. Mayfield; Rattle t, Ounand.
Route 2, Jame, Prt11.1:112.1 AdS/1)6.
kika 361. Bruce C. Wtutford, Mo-
del. Tenn., Mrs Tema Jones,
206 8 Lab Steel, WtlA lieloher,
Route 3, Benton, Junmy Ray (tar-
:and, 401 S. 10th Street.
Patients discharged irten Septem-
ber 24, 196.5 11:110 ass. to September
27, 1966 11:40 Sas,
Connie Stank ROW! I. Parrenne -
ton, Mrs. neorge Beats, 1415 Pop-
osr, linoton. Mrs. James Kendal.
ktuute 2, and baby gin, Mrs. itOv
pert Lamb, Itiou Coisece lerract,
Mrs. .tatue• Aaiun, Route 1, Fulton;
Mrs. hums Knoint, Route 1; Mrs.
• CUtO11011. Route 1, Haman Mas-
ter Waren Flaciumon. 7 Bountd
hank Ureic. ['arts, letut,, Mrs.
income Valenti 1006 Rleih, Mrs
Weithen bmoct 501 N. 7th Se.
Mrs. /arum K. Week Box 56, Col-
thin Statn.n, Expirto, Ray Hun-
nay, the N 8th Street, Mr. Finns
Weatherford, Harl. Mrs, Bil:
C4111, 42; S. 6th iTreet. Mrs. George
Arnett, Route 1. Leon arene: Has
Outland, 706 Oaege Court; Mrs
Peggy Ileaucipn. 1104 Vine, Mrs
Oxie Palatal& Rome 1, Alm; Mrs
itotuar 'him. Route 2. °elver:
City. Mee. Marren Hale. 102 N
15th Street, Mrs. Ray Dogger, anc
baby boy. Hales Iraoer Court
bascoin Wilkerson, 3/1 So. 3rd St
.14rry Eineckel, Route 4, Dilber:
Newsome Covey Drive. Stark Er-
win. 909 firmware, Mrs. Vesta Har-
ris. Route 1, Dover. Tenn., Itoya.
Pare.r. Route 1, Dexter, Mrs. Has.
dell Undid:Inn Ralph Beans. Rout.
1, Aim). Mn Lee Gook, Star Route
Mayfield. Guy Caidwen, Box L
Hann Skater J4tIn Underwooc
Route 2. Hasen Mrs Pone Pan
sal Pei 11th Street , Mae Terr,
Rom Wilson. Box at, Hasei,
t °NV ALIESCENT DIVISION
{
, Mr. AR Et Culpepper. 1232 sex% -
' ilineri Muesli,: Mr. Ames B. Jot-
l
aw 'Rothe I Murray. Mr win
Damn. WM Ryan. Murray.
Millen& dneliarged trete liepeanie-
--es M. lad to depeember 27. UM
Mrs. Mut Bailey. Route I Des-
ler. Mrs Donnw Tucker 406 N
" ', Meet Murray. Mr James
--ghee. 1040 Rain, Murray. Mrs.,
I flatly Daniel Anne S. Miura;
511
Patients sinialad bees Deptembe,
▪ UM to bieplesaber 27. UM ,
fok CORRECT
TIME aid
TEMPERATURE
DA v OP NIgtir
DIAL 753-6363
PEOPLES RANK
of
Murray, Kentucky
This stately new home is owned by Mr. and Mrs. Guy Cunningham and is located on Keeneland Drive in Rich-
land Sailedivision. The columns lend a colonial appearance to this fine home.
I
NEW PAY SCALE
HERE IS the pay scale for
servicemen which went into
abet recently. The Increases
'sage from $990 a numth
for a recruit to 2120.90 for
the Ave Joint Chief* of Stan.
'*1
JOINT CHIEFS
OF STAFF
$32.673
•
GENERAL
ADMIRAL
$28,451
•
IT GENERAL
VICE ADMIRAL
$24,072
•
11
MAJOR GENERAL ,4\
REAR ADMIRAL
UPPER HALF
$21,502
•
IINGAIIII GOMM. /4\
MAR MINIM S,
1."41 
HALF
11$19,09 
0
—41X? COLONEL.NAVY CAPTAIN$16,029
•
It C1MONEL
COMMANDER
MOP
MAJOR,
IL COMMANDER
$11,623
NAVY IJEUTENANT
CAPTAIN,
LI
•
151 LIEUTENANT,
NAVY
$7,524
•
214D LIEUTENANT,
ENSIGN
$5,669
•
i SGT MAJOR
MASTER Cele
PET T Y OFFICER
56 toe
•
# MASTER SIRGEANT, g
PETTY OFFICER
SENIOR OW
$7,464
•liSRGEANT 151 CLASS, g
OW 1676,OFFICElt
•
STpirAFFTyMofficaRGEANT,
1ST CLASS
$5,946
•
PETTYMGEAO:CER
2NO CLASS
15,1114
•
CORPOILAL
A PETTY OFFICER310 CLASS$4,17*
•
PRIVATE 1ST CLASS, IRA SEAMAN
$1,416
•
@ 
PRIVATE,
SEAMAN APPRENTICE 1:11
$1,176
•
PRO/ATE,
1111%MaN RECRUIT
Si 0,6Lit-4`rise
Susie's Cafe
a (/II' F "I, litn
* iti I NT
P P, N
SUNDAY'S
Nal:mini Winn 1.L.I..
Murr.ay, Ky.
"MAKE FVFRV (at,u
Slagle 10/0
Builders of Pine Memorials
Murray Marble
Works
III Maple St. 7%3-2512
Porter White - Nianager
nn_nn:n.n-  Wthilleasisomminallinten"""n1
A
In 4-H Club Work
For Nine Years
_
•by Kathleen Midrey
I have been a 4-H Crib inember
for nine preen and am presenellf
serving as President at tbe Cailoway
County 4-11 Teen Club. I ambiled
as Junior Leader for the Munn,
Canna With Jr. 4.H Club tor dour
peers. It a a challenge W wort
with the croup. which rupdrea wadi
thougest and quite a nit of my time,
although I feei I have bum well re 
warded for this duty.
I completed a total of 47 projects
to the arra of clothing• Tiekts: tree-
•
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ox ntanitenanoe, wench/ant auto-
inothe. dug core. insotry, Jr.
Leadership, bad, garden, and ach-
ievement. Time MmoOMIntiments
have been moth htheilhd 1n7 Dor-
ants. ThesLneetrot I have Men most
interested in is tihn beef heifer pro.
act. have awned this project for
6 men beginning with one animal,
loortmed to a bast cif 13 ni-
oibured shorthorn. I hare datorn
Meth banally, in the C01.1.1 It . dintriin
and state, and Mewed the 0 r•nd
champion and lbeeeme Champion
Shannon, fermi* at the County
Pair 'this nen July I wen in the
county and detract on my Beef
Helfer Record bent which is now
In compaition at Mate
Throueth my ationniplishenteits I
wren churn os a delineate to attend
State Leacierstup Conference at Lex-
ington its .11.111C
Attending 4-H Camp trus stun.
met ee a Jr Leader, some of my
dunce wore: serving on the Jr.
Council, being °abut loader for 12
gab. Wok* with handcraft, and
with upper service. The
hdlelkid ef MOW sus running the
ChM hisdst-mbech is the moms
harm•camper can receive.
This year I did a Heulth Demon.
stration attettcluci the Ky, State
Pan, and I plan to' go to the Mel-
South Fast
ANTIQUE AUCTION
Saturday, Otioher 2 at 10 a.m.
Located at 310 Kay Street - Martin, Tennessee
10 Home Telephones
SO Limps (all kinds)
Butter Molds
14 Dough Trays
,Presr rve Stands
10 Cake Stands
Marble-top Dresser
3 Dinner Bells
• 3 Cedar Buckets
Picture Frames
Churns of all kinds
Pressed Glass
Carnival Glass (large asst.)
15 Shaving Mugs Trunk
2 Bowl and Pitcher Sets
Small Ironstone Pitchers
Spool Cabinet Old Victrola
GOIlbe Neck Rocker Irons
Glass of All Kinds 3 Clocks
24 Dinner and Tea KetUes
7 Wash Kettles
3 Round Oak Tables
Small Oak Tables
Tobacco Cutter
This is a real nice collection of anticitTes, with l!undreds of items not listed.
— LUNCH AVAILABLE —
Mrs. J. P. Santiefer RAY MARTIN
AUCTIONELE
Martin. Tennessee (Owner)
Moksaate. Mona. ase.3ssl or 351-2195
-PUBLIC SALE SERVICE THAT SATIF,YIES-
HO-0-0
NEEDS
IT
EVERYBODY!!
IS YOUR TELEVISION
RECEPTION WA'
• Interference
* No Channel Variety
* Antenna Trouble
WISE UP
GET A CABLEVISION
1100i-UP
Take Advantage of Thum Features:
* 8 Perfectly Clear Channels
* No More Outside Interference
* No Unsightly Antenna
* Only I 61/2r Per Day
CALL TOOA1
753-3005
Murray Cablevision
Av.
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The Ledger & Times . Phone 753-1917 or 753-4947
Swave(4, ad(
hiss Judy Crouse
Becomes Bride Of
.1 mos .1IcCarty, Jr.
The marriage of Mlas Judi,
Crouse end Amos McCarty, Jr. WWI
isnleninized on Friday, September 3
at seven o'clock in the evening, at
the Scotts Drove Baptist Church
The double ring ceremony was
performed in the presence of the
family and a few friends. Rev. Le-
roy Vaughn performed the cere-
mony.
The bride la the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Laverne Crouse of Mur-
„nay Route Five, and the groom le
1.he son of Mr and Mrs. Amos
McCarty, Sr. of 220 N 13th Street,
Murray.
PERSONALS l)r. Frank Kodman
Speaks At Meet Of
1.11pha Department
The Alpha Department of the
Murray Woman's Club held Its first
luncheon meeting of the new club
year on Saturday,. September 25, at
neon at the club house.
Dr. Frank Rodman of Murray
State College was the guest speak-
er and spoke on -Researrh on
Hearing Defects”. He said that lose
• • • of hearing does not nettessarily go
along with older age as is thought
Ml's R. 3 Hall reigned home
Saturday after visiting her daugh-
ter. Mrs. John C. Vakrey and Mr
VIckrey of Marietta. Oa • sod her
sons. J T Hall acid Mrs Hail of
Atlanta. Oa Mrs. Hall was away
The bride was attired in a street while her o'her daughter. Mrs. J.
length dress of white knit with M Marshall was in Memphis.
lace sleeves and collar Her only Tenn. with her husband who was
jewelry was a necklace a gift of I hospitalized there. -
the groom.
Mr. .aid M:s James Fames. 818
North 19th Street. Murray, an-
nounce the arrival of then adopted
datorhter, Sheryl Susan, age two
Her Mrthday Ls February 21. 19M
They have three sans. James. Jr
14, Douglas. 12, and David, three.
The paternal grendparenta are Mr.
and Mrs Clarence Fallow of Ango-
la, Ind and the maternal grand-
mother is Mrs. &Mel Tognarg of
Chicago, ill.
Miss Barbara Crouse, sister of '
the bride, was her only attendant.
onarry Drew was the groom's best
man
Mrs McCarty is employed at the
Murray Calloway 0ountY
and Mr. McCarty at the Murray
Division of the 'Tappan Company.
After a short wedding trip the
couple is now reeickng at their
home on the at Highway
Events held in honor of the bride
have been a shower by the Kings
nnaiughters Sunday School COW Of
lir he Soot ta Grove baptist Month
at the Holiday Inn. and • WOW/
given by Mrs. R. C. Outland. W-
aisted by Mita Barbara Cream at
the Outland home.— ,
•
• • •
Staff Sgt. Leslie N LaFever and
Mrs. LeFever are the awaits of ,
Mrs. Lalrever's parents, Mr and
Mrs. Byrd, Been, South 9th Street ,
The Larevers have been in Halo-
lulu. Hawaii, for the last few years
and will be leaving soon for Chey-
enne. Wyoming. where Staff Sgt
Iiirever sill be stationed
• • •
Miss Melissa Sexton of Louisville
wee the guest last weekend of. her
parents. Mr and Mrs Charles Sea-
ted North 14th Street She Ia a
atemdiar of the teaching *Mt Of Mrs. David 
Gotvans_
the hankies's department of Vallee Speaker For The
High _School at Valley Station
to be. Kodman said the extreme
noises in modern civairation tend
to contribute to the deafness of
the people as shown in the re-
search.
ED'S FOOD MARKET
"Your Dollar Goes Further"
* THE BEST STEAKS IN TOWN *
16011 Main Street Phone 753-3523
SMILEY BURNETTE
TVs
Famous
Friendly
Funny
Feller
171 WESTERNS
Gene Autry Cr1
Roy Rogers
IN
PERSON
OCTOBER 2 and 3
GREEN ACRES
4th. Annual Mobile
Home
Showing!!
OCTOBER 1, 2, and 3
25 - 1966 MODELS ON DISPLAY
FREE!
11' Wek-En-Der Travel Trailer
To Be Given at 4 p.m.
Sunday Afternoon
October 3rd
Come by and Register . . . must lie
present to win.
GREEN ACRES
TRAILER SALES
Highway 51 Bypaes
UNION CITY, 'TENNESSEE
'The vice-chainnan. Mrs. Thomas
Brown, presided in the absence of
the chairman, Mrs. Henry McKen-
zie, who wits 111 Announcements of
the various activities of the Wo-
man's Olub ware announced
Three new members of the de-
partment are Dr Ethel Miller. Mrs,
Mary Belle Overbey. and Mrs. Ira
Flits
Other officers of the department
ate Mrs James Fee, secretary. and
Mas Cala Cain. treasurer.
Luncheon was served to the
members and two guest. Dr. and
Mrs Kocknan. Hostesses wete Mrs.
William Barker, Mrs. Leland Owen,
M1S/t Frances Brown, Mrs, G. B.
Scott. and Mrs Baron Jeffrey.
• • •
Zeta Department
•••[
sal LIMBO'S • TIERS — WIRRAL KI11411701T
When Does
Child Need
, Psychiatrist?
Mrs David Clowns was the
speaker at the meeting of the Zeta
Department of the Murray Wo-
man's Club held Thursday. Septem-
ber 23, at six-thirty o'clock In the
The speaker gave highlights Of.
the meetrag held in Louisville of ,
the Kentucky Federation of Wo- '
names Olub which the recently at-
tended.
Special mune was preeented by
Ms. Jean Roster who sang folk
while accompanying herself
on the autoharp
Mrs A W Simmons. Jr.. chair-
man ot the department, presided.
Other officers are MI's. Maurice
Rain. vice-chairman. Mrs Mar-
ks M. Baker. secretary Mrs. Dick
Sykes, treasurer.
A potrack dinner was served.
Hostesses were Mrs. Ed West. Mat
Purdom Outland, Mrs Morris
Lamb. and Mrs. Charles Shaba
• • •
Tesseneer Home Is
Scene Class Meet
Mrs R A Teaseneer opened her
beautiful borne on Olive Street for
the meeting of the Melia Sunday
School Class of the Fir* Baptist
Chureh held Friday, September 24,
at noon.
The devotional speaker for the
afternoon was Mrs. Loh' Williams
Dr Lams Spann Is the teacher of
the dass
A potluck lunch was served at
the noon hour and a fellowship
period was enjoyed by the twenty-
four persons present.
• • •
SOCIAL GALEND AR
Thursday, September 34
The College Faculty Couples
DiMee Club IrUl meet at the Stu-
dent Union Building at 7'30 pm.
Anyone wanting to make reserva-
tions call 763-4602 or 753-2276.
• • •
Friday, October 1
The Kirlowy MYF elielsonsor a
Me supper in the teilowedly hell of
the church at seven pm. Dvereone
Is Invited to attend
• • •
Monday, Crateber 4
The South Pleasant Grove Home-
makers Club will meet at the home
a Mrs. W111 Brandon at one pm.
• • •
The Lott* Moon Prole Of the
WPAB of the First Hata Church
will meet at the home of Mrs Hen-
ry Warren at '130 pin.
• • •
Thursday. October 7
1 The Annual ̀ Card party will be
held by the Garden Department of
the Won-0We Club at the club house
at 1.30 pin This will be a dessert
bridge and three deck aurae with
the prizes being floral arrargements
made by membene of the depart-
ment. Tickets are one dollar each
The public is Invited.
By DAVID NY DICK
UPI Educational Specialist
When does a child need psycho-
logical help? This seems to be an
area which parents find difficult to
understand A psychologist or psy-
chiatrist is most qualified to help
determine the need for psychologi-
cal help.
In order to avoid confusion. yoU
should know that a psychiatrist is
a medical doctor who is trained
and specializes in the diagnosis and
treatment of mental disorders A
psychologist is not a median doctor
but Is also a specialist in- the diag-
nosis and the tr eatinent of men-
tal disorders In many cases the
psychologist will work closely with
a medical doctor or psychlatrise
Your choice should be Dewed upon
your child's special -needs and the
availability of such specialists in
your community. Your family phy-
sicsan or the school psychologist
I. the best person to recommend a
qualified individual. .
The parent is the key person who
must tonally take the first step in
the identification of their child's
psychological problem. R Is similar
to the method for deciding the
need for a physician. If someone
has acne. and pains or feels all,
they go to a doctor and allow Min
to decide what is wrong. /f a par-
ent feels there Is a problem with
Pus child's adjustment, learning
proves. social relations, or emot-
ional health, he should allow a
specialist to decide what is wrong.'
_There are many kinds of pro-
blems as well as many types or
tteatessent. A thccough examinat-
ion altkill combines tests, observa-
tions, and a study of the chins
badepoural is u_sually required be-
fere a diagnosis can be made. After
the diagnosis, a program of treat-
ment and advice for the child, the
parent.. and the school' can be
Merined.
Some children will need treat-
ment several times per week for an
extended period of time others
may need only a few sessiona In
order to plan proranus and pro-
vide gu.dance iii them and their
parents
A checkup will probably be re-
eared at • }ate: date to review
progress and make some further
plans. Each came is different and
mat be treated differently The
program of correction is Matt up-
on all the circumstances of the
particular case.
Parents should understand that
Use need for psychoicerical help
"at be Properly treated in the
same way they treat cases of poor
vision or other physical defects and
diseaseS a is fez bother to identity
and treat problems at an early
age than to yak until they be-
come mare serious and difficult to
cure.
Church
Announcements
Fag Seethe Chen*
Bra. Willie Jebisma.
Sunday School
Worship Hour
Training Union
Ilmolng Worship
atil-Week Prayer
Service
Billy Miller. SA &apt
bort TU. Dtreceor.
queer
10,00 a.m.
11:00 am.
CM pm.
7:20 pm.
7:00 pin.
Larry Oil-
New hope Methodist Chareh
Rev. Johmion Pastry. pastor
First finnan
Sunday Schad
Second Sunday
Worship Service
Illanday School
Third Sunday
Sunday School
Fourth Sunday
astamy Solent
Warship Service
10:00 am.
9:45 am.
11:00 am.
10 00 am.
10 OD am
, 11:00 am.
West Murray Cheri a Chiral
mean( he
Luther Robertson Serbeel
And. Heim, Idangellet
Bible Study ...... 10:00 am.
Morning Worship 11.00 am.
Evening Worship   6:00 pm.
SUPERIOR
LAUNDRY & CLEANERS
"Where You Get The Best"
FREE
PICK-UP & DEL/ ERY
753-1613
206 N. Fourth St.
ROGERS GLASS COMPANY
Glen Rogers, Owner
"PUTTING UP A GOOD FRONT IS GOOD BUSINESS"
Store Fronts - Residences - Mirrors - Aluminum Trim
Mayfield Road Near 5 Points Phone 753-5765
Man-
Dear Abby . . .
Guilty Conscience!
11,;,,ail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: Fen a sailor aboard
the US8 MiLbWAY. I MA my flan-
• back in the antes and we plan
to get married MB morn an I hit home
god in San Francine& Omen our
ably left time Slam I did my best
to be t-rue to my err!. However, afar
40 clays at am we got thetas/ in
Japan I a-east on the town. bad
couple of Urns and "shined" a *-
tie. A whole lot, I think, maid
be more truthful.;
I didn't think muds of it until
the guys I work with told me that
I talk in my sleep, and very plain-
lyt 'Like I lust come right out in
plain language end tea everything.)
?Sow I didn't intend Stang my fi-
ancee, either below or after we
Mary about that BIle episode in
Japan. but whm db I do if I adinit
soineshingign my dmp and my wife
hears me?
CVA 41
DEAR ('VA: Meet build a snow
fence anUll the mew hits. And
It does, don't give out with a sena
job.
• • •
DEAR . ABBY: 44, badend end
I have been tor two rwris
This is his ant oliestage and my
ascond I bast, sEllsraw411111 SW who
Rem with hb Mbar est of the
allete MY Plebele iblheeld him/ r
had been ......i, e, end he
even net my son Wore we were
engaged. He seemed ter Me die boy
vegy much an the beiglaging. but
Dow I din' even beep his pasture
In the house I sin ram Sivas
that month sin my Waled Mips
idiot use that all my larnmillt
damn revoker. mound OUR beim
end no caber children. (Meanie*
tar era Naturany„ Ill love our
baby but. Abby, do you think it's
tar to be expected-to target a dad
you have had and loved for •
deem years? MY bultmod mob elin
banamed men if I neindon my gin
40 anyorse. 3Mdem% wan ems*
— -
people ns know I have been married
before Please answer snort I need
Your '-' Piton
CANT FORGET MY SON
P1 1K ('ANT: No normal mo-
ther could be expected to "forget"
her child, You are married to an
Immature and Insecure man. He
needs to be straightened out, or
your children will grow up before
he does,
• • •
DFAR ABBY: A few nights azo
had dinner at a Maracas* adjacent
to a boaling alley.' It was anise to
midnight. Oft Me next table I no-
ticed a young coupte with a hide
boy who coaldn't ham been more
than three peers ad. The child
was moldering around annieudy in
a sleepy stupor. I nenarted to one
of the employees about aras child
beray up en bite and, to my horror,
lw told me that UM oauple bring
the child In adrenal nights a week
and they stay until all hours
What selfish, unfit parents they
are' lb warn can I nr.,sort such
parents? I hope you well grim thls
I because the venom is obi-loud:I
Pregnant and pretty moan there IWO
likely to be two little ones growing
lip in a bowera alley.
SAN mitT100
DEAR SIN MATFO: You eau
impart this maple to the San ma.
lee Family Service Amociation.
Thb Is debt up their
• • •
-
DEAR ABBY: Hooray for 'TAM
AND HAPPY" I happen to be •
young man who is 4 ft. 10. and some
M my bait dame tam been with a
girl who is 6 ft., 11. Being too taa
or um duet for the average per-
son n a idiesp clay d you he
it be I maw he It be, it bd.&
doom% Issaier us mad.., g stioutdrift
bother you chorea.
HAPPY RUNT
PAGE rn:Nr
1966 Mercury Moves Forward
As Premium Car, Medium Price
J  
The 1966 Mercury moves forward
satin as a premium car is the
menvm-pace field with tasteful
styling chances, a new two-door
hardtop roofline. new engines, a
sporty S-56 aeries, and an extended
list of luxury options. The new
Mercury goes on Sale October 1.
-Mercury is gainitut a rep-.station
In the inealura-price field 81111111V
to that eetablierve ,tr the Luxury
field by the Lincoln Ci..iinental,"
said Paul F. Lerenz Pc - I Motor
Company vice pendent arid gen-
eral manager of the Lincoln-Mer-
cury Division. 74171.s is reflected not
only in sales inereeses. but in Im-
proved owner loyalty. greater coo-
guest sales and cutaninding Owner
isatisfact ion.
"For 1906. we are continuing Mer-
cury in ths Lincoln Continental
tradition with evolutionary styling
changes, plus luxury car standards
of top quality design and assembly,
superiority in comfoet and perfor-
mance, and a wide choice of opt-
ions for the custom touches de-
mended by owners in this pre-
mium car market."
The new Mercury features a
oompletelanfreith front end appear-
anc, with new hood. fenders, bum-
per, grille and lights. Rear appear-
ance is changed with new tallamp
asitemblim and rear bumper ante
which increase the overall length
by two inches to WO Inches. Two-
door hardtops have a new roonine
with a concave fastback blending
anoothly into the rear deck.
0...her new *yang features are
revised side ornameentation. new
instrument cluster he and trim
styles The wastages* on the front
fender min be nthithea with an op-
tenni cornering. light. The overall
result of these styling changes is
an even longer, well-phiportioned
silhouette.
Men ury's big chance for 1961
uncle: the hood Inc-tides an exclu-
sive new 410-cubicanch engine. a
new opt tonal 4211-cub.c-inch engine,
aral two impnved and more power-
ful MO-cubic-inch engines.
Mercury' airt) has arm exciting new
product off:Lrins in the 8-56 teen-
age hardtop or convertible, spotty
performance modals with bucket
nab and comae, special 8-56 or-
nmilialthaton. iusd the new 4211-
'cubic-inch engine with dual ex-
hausts.
Mercury's nature as a car offer-
ing extra values is enhanced for
1 1966 with new optional disc brake:
cornering lights. and a stereo-sonic
tape entertainment system. In ad-
• .on. Mercury station wagon
have as standard equipment a new
dual-action tailgate which opens
eittin from top to bottom or from
the side to provide improved third
seat access or greater flexibilaty for
load.ng requirements.
Mercury's 1965 engine program
ernii7tes significant performance
1mproi nnents. Ths unique nen''
410-cubic-inch 330-horsepower V-8
bec nnes standard equipment on
Park Lane models and is options'
at extra cost for ',her Mercury's
R utilises a new heavy-duty &a:-
range automatic transmission 107
extra smoothness. and a new low -
ratio heavy-duty rear axle for im-
proved economy.
The new optional 248-cubic-inch
345-horsepower V-8 features hy-
draulic valve afters, new -deep
breathing" design, and is teame.1
only watt the new heavy-douty au-
tomata-fir the fully synchronized
four-apead inanual transmission
Higher power and efficiency re-
sult from the -deep breathing- de-
sign borrowed from the new 413
and 428-cubecnr.ch engines for
Mercury's well-proven regular fun.
30-cubic-inch engines, offered with
21111 horsepower for manual trans-
mission Monterey. Montclair anti
dilibas wagon models and 275
Isinsepower for models with auto-
mat* transmission.
Reaothatrata have been made in
U.. 7 rids and handling and
fuel timit sapsotty Is tocreseed by
ang galena to 26 for additional
abiang legge.
Mathatra new optional front
doe bealega, already proven on the
Una* 4311Wilailltal. result in
slaperla satustx la. Aw-
sweletste water ef-
ts▪ * lbw Wing Vile and smooth-
ness. Sgoadal fade or wear-reaistant
estiventionat bang mato are avail-
able " SIMMI, ta well as
heavy duty supseisa
A nansaidi TV set Ma% plugs
Into the cigarette liagor is avail-
able as an accessory.
Announcing:
Mercury
for 1966
Moving
ahead in the
Lincoln
Continental
tradition
Hatcher
515 So. 12th Street
anew
definition of
driving
pleasure
This is the year to move ahead to the new. Mercury's year. Your year. And
just look at all the news there is! Ride news. the way Mercury moves is
unique SMooth, substantial, hushed—the finest ride this side of the Lincoln
Continental. Style news. clean, classic lines— the only car in its class with a
look all its own. Power 'Sews engines range uplo a muscular Fil-28 cu. in VA
Luxury news: options such as thelStereo-Sonic Tape Spterni that uses
plug in cartridges. Seely news: helpful options such as fforneringiigts 
that show you the way when turning into dark driveways 'Exclusive options
such as [!_ear  doors that lock automatically]at 8 miles per hour. And in every
Mercury, without extra cost, you get 12  important safety features, including
[back up lights, emergency Washer, padded dash and visors, four seat belts]
front and year, and outside rear-view mirror. Model news. the widest choice
of Mercdys ever. 17 models 'n 4 series—sedans, hardtops, convertibles, and
2 wagons with the new [Duk—ACtion-Ware 'hat turns into a door. Now's the
time to see your
Mercury dealer—and
move ahead with  4
Auto Sales inc.
Murray, Kentucky
LINCOLN MERCURY DIVISION OF a*
_
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NOTICE
The poet.- will take notes- Mit
uhe Zoning and Planning Owiridie
nun of Otte of Menu Kentucky',
moomenneled to the COMMIS
03•231511 dist die 'ming Manias
and adththre incoinowited 1S1 the
heranafter eireben orthance be
adopted * City m &arms, so
to bases • put c( a• wpm,
Zona, Ordinanos. The Callatis
Owned of Cater a Murray. KAID•
UMW. wil hotel • pink beergur
ooneerning mid recommeniationeto
the Ciamod Chembers. City Wm&
cast Mailing. Warw. lerstimlid.
men 14th day of October. 111111, to
CAIN & TAYlOR
GULF SERVICE
and
Main at 6th - Murray. Ky.
Phone 753-5862
* SPECIALS *
1962
CHEVY 11
? To Choose From
We give S&H Green
Stamps with ALL
Cars!
A GOOD SELECTION
OF OTHER USED CARS
(Limit LON Malays)
the hour of 7 00 o'clock p. in. All
oicans are invited to aPaire sod
express their rempeotree opinions.
CIWINANCE NUMBER   . •
IMO AN ORDLNANCE ri:RTH
:4111MIONAM ZONING 
MIAMI
MINIM NIB or crry or
5'L*. Y. sa AB TO
MUM= MMUS zoNDio Das-
TIMM AO ANKPWN ow warm
Taw AlaakamoD TO ONDINAISCIE
siamin as AND MIDI A PARS'
11111111111114"$T FRRIARACIE.
▪ ANIMINDIND WNW° OBEI-
MMOUB1111011111Mi NA OD AS TO
• CIIIMMUN annes raola
MOM 10 allICTION sg or oara.
MINIM NIMMINEt 333 PERTAIN-
ING TO ININNINNIAL PLANNED-
nealti011alarr ratanx-rs. Aran
tadomimes same MAP AT-
TAMES TO AND MADE A PART
OP =NM ORDINANCE SEW-
AND AMENDMENTS
//711111/
GET RID Of
ROACHES
AND ANTS
Proem leech •wd
Sorer asionmes
Igs spoch,n1111
IMO& Pewee
eiseedes peweelil
reelhel peep 
Cherry area. theme north Mei ' GEV of 'Num,. dated ell
l MIE dal
Nardi Cherry Street to • paint ail it Petelimilf• 111314 IMO*
MM.* weeel ehr ourth rtsty..af .wear Wig_ MO& a pa
t of Tearing Oral:mew
Iles beak put St areal. thence WM. 1013 feet 
Number 3[13 by reerrehhe Mit ea
aito-wierton weetmarehof cbernth  viestaiwertright: emprimspmost .:11fr"1paiett 414%1° cioninte°141411110111/4
dimee txxib parallel wail Nardi by -beak
Cherry Street to s pant an Ogre romoded
psi so IS,
deredr: Mean ewes relth Olive oureida oath ism Semis end eallin
k,
'Slime to North het aired. gum thins Of Mk ofdloRios "pb• Omit
smith seem Sixth Ind Enna to of Ataty
 d MunITRINAIMS. is
  andait IND aarn4 imam Map
bmnia, mentioned 10 alallaNt
simukhe dolma stici Pr000kfro Minn
SINCTION VI: Any pinion of
=rumba AS end aka- ,thereto vrtiich are In
acio06Ce archonnoesee
hereby impeded to tbe entant cf
mob condo' erd ascii soca t
only In oil other renimet• (tot
ranee llienbirAS and an emend-
11101116 tbe:wo are hereby reettkut-
ed.
, CERTIPTDD AS APPROVED fr'
THE LONINO AND PLANTelM..,
COMMEISION or crry OF MUR-
RAY KENTucecy. ON TILLS. TIM
--DAY OF airrEauNER, aft
ORM Billanten
-
THERETO BY REPERENCIE SO
AS TO EMBODY THE CHANGES
AND ADDITION;S SET MIRTH Zti
THIS oztona.NcE.
BE /T ORDAINED BY T/12
OOMMON youNou, OF THE CITY
OF MURRAY. KENTUCKY, AS
T`OLLOWS. TO-WIT:
1TO
By Charlie Garrett
I moved rtvca 7.411dre Rock. Na-
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CHEVY'S BUILT FOR
BIGGER THINGS IN '66!
NEW CHEVROLET
VVORKPOWER IS HERE!
Hare's low-cost Chevy-Van-economy champ
of Chevrolet's long, strong covered delivery
truck liNs:
fekplita' pow Okorikt shake. abort atty type af try&
l'W SEEMIDWITS R TO RAS UN KW
The ail-new Series 70000 and SOCOO
models are here-the biggest Cheviiiit
ever built, out to do the biggest lobs
any Chevrolet trucks have over dcinel
They're ready to cut costs We! nee V6
gasoline engines, new V6 and Ye rlooPIS.
They offer. also, a new or7' crib that'S
the best yet for working Wei. ter new
higher capacity frames and aides and
a high 65,000-lb. GCW rating.
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The most widely used of di truce( original
-the famous Chevy ligyit-thdy Six ii bult
for bigger things In '66 viett a ble new
250-cubic-inch design. Ws the standard
power plant in most tight -duty madolt.
Also, users of !,+ -ton modal' can now
specify a big 3274:naiir.en VS-the
most powerf ul engine ever offered in a
5-4 ton Chevy truck. See the new ChaviiIS
now, at your Chevrolet demises.
18 5851
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THURSDAY - SEPTEMBER 30, 1965
Church
Announcements
College Presbyterian Church
& Main. streets
!.*••••• McKenzie, minister
Church School 9:30 a.m.
Divine Worship 10:45 a.m.
O Presbyterian Youth Fe!. 5:00 pm.
Westminster Fellowship for
College Students 6:30 p.m.
South Pleasant Greve
Methodist (Zurek
Hoyt W. Omen, minister
&tor lung Worship 9.00 uni
8unduy Schou; 10.00 um
Morning Woratup 11:00 am.
• Jr & Sir Fe/towel-Lip 6:00 pm.
Evening Worship 7.00 pm.
Study
iTuesdaY) 7:60 pm.
Chestnut Street Tabernacle
trent...costal Chureh at (Ied)
&woad and Cleannat
Rev. Jamas T. Todd, pastor
S,unday School   10.00 ain•
Wursiiip Service   11.00 am
SerVIAle 1.30 p.m
Wednesday •-
Prayer Keeling 7:30 p.m.
Friday
P. Y.F. A. 7:46 pm
First Rephat Chapel
See* Nina Street
Bra. J D W. PO"'
41111011). Magid  9:46 11..121
MBI60IA1 W0111110 .... 10:30 sin
Stand Worship ... 7.30 p.m
PIIMPer blecting   7:30 pm.
Martin's Chapel Methodist Cleamo
Rey. jelmosin Laney, psalm
Churob SOW MAO h.M.
Worship Seretes   11 AO. am.
SandaY Mk Serene
Senior sad Amor my, SAD pm.
Sunday litant Womitip SIFitke
k.%rzy and and elk
Sunday 7:00 p.m
Sunday Segel
Morning Worahap
Training Union
iLlot. -Mar )
-1:01101
ENening Wuraiop
ioct -Mar
Apr -Sept .
Yr 4) et 111111111[11
du.ri Weusaudayi
Mason& Baptise Chetah
Main bizeim at lead'
T. A. Thaeltisc, psalm
9 Al aim
1069 am.
6 00 pm
p in
;00 pin
7.30 p.m
.30
Ussuiy Casionlead
rimeyteirma alumna
inseam isineilen, peeler
Gburcu bar %ice anu 440 rissuiday
- - - 
bomb Greve baptist Cheri*
Se.. 1•011•1 4 •1•11.41. poem
Sunday "lush .11.4.40
Worstnp tra la .1A/ ••.311
Tr11.111.11.1g •,11•0/1 1..40 pm.
Womars Wurnes1.1, ...PO pat
Weu.ataaluy Ocrv.se ..44 p.m
tasimiat. a. b dap,. tau.
Wa)..e 4.5 41.5.00.
1nrec.or.
• I i.... 014400
St. Um Catholic Ghana
111111 fi. 1245 Street
Stew. Marian alaneag. pester
Sunday Unease. 5 sill.. 11 am. and
4..10 p.m.
Holyday and First Friday 6.10 a.m.
and 6 pm.
Nerthelde SaP/Int Cesurail
itamielph AS" peeler
N. B. McCuiston, Sunday School
Super intendent
Sunday *hob 10:00 am.
Worship Service 11 1.10 •m
iveiung Service 4.00 p.m.
Prayer Meeting Wed. 7.00 pm
Sunday Evening
Singing 6:30 pin.
ropier Spdase asps., Ousels
Seats 1 - lettertevra
Bro. lerr4t-11: WItile,-peeter
Sunday School 10.00 am.
Morning Worship 11•00 sin
Training Urdtin 7:00 pin
EN ening Woranip 800 pm
Wed. Prayer Meeting 7 90 pm
--------- -
ML Plainest Cumberland
Presbyterian March
Rev. Wilde K. Marshail. Psalm,
Worship Service et 11:00 each let
and 3rd Sunday.
ILirkeey Baptist Church
Sunday School 10 00 am.
Morning Worship 11 00 am.
Sunday MUSS Service 709 pm.
Wednesday Right . 7 00 pm.
Sunday School
Morning .11/grildge
Youth P'el= 
Evening
Wednesday
Prayer Magettag 7.410 p.m.
Locust Greve
March at the Nazarene
KIrkeey, Ky.
O Rev. Routed ShirkY. limmeor
Sunday School WOO am.
Morning MS** L100 e.m
Sun NW'S Aires* . p
Prayer itemise MOM Ate. p.m
gl.euing Service  7:00 pin.
Kleine, Methodist Church
W. L HUI, rolakeer
10:00
11:110
1:00
6:20
•
11.1111.1111•11K -1‘.1.111.1110.111.111111101M11.01."
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An ihvestment in Yowl Future
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Murray Lutheran (*beech
Rev. Stephen Mazak, pastor
Sunday School 9.16 am
Worship Service 10.30 a.m.
Green Plain Church of tint*
James M. Yates,
Sunday Bible Study
Morning Woratup
Personal Evangelism
Clam
Evening Worship
Wed Bible Study
minister
10.00 a.m.
10:46 am.
6:15 p.m.
7:00 pm.
7:30 pm.
Cutest 4.'hurch ad CAMS
106 North
Paid fledges,
BM:. Study
Mottuag Worship
Even.is, Worship
Mid-Wee.
13th
minniter
9:30 an.
10:30 ani
7:00 pm
7:00 pm
Seventh Day Adventist Church
13th and sycamore
Jack Darnall, pastor
Sabbath School, Sat. 1.00 p.m
Preaching, Sat. 2:00 pm.
nroi Cliriatien Church
HIM. VIM Street
MUM N. Porter, purer
Sunday School
Worship Hour
Evening Service
Chi Rizu
CV? PeAsinp 5.90 pm
Men's Fellowship third Wednesday
OW? Gen Sleet. iturd 'ilteasso
9:40 am
10:30 • m
7:00 pm.
5:30 p.m
Illassant Valley Church of Cheat
Mseray-Pettertewn Read
Leroy Lyles. Wainer
San Study 10:00 am.
Preaching on first and
third Sunday at 11:110 •m
2,0144 hen 1te eseh
preaching day at 7:60 11.in
New ?residence Chorea et Christ
Klein liallard,
ifiliusday Bane Study
serrurtm Wrp
Trean.ng Glasses
lletUng Worship
WM. tut*. Study
ralskier
111:69 am.;
11.110 aar
SAO p.m
7:SO p.m.
GAO pan
awing Creek Sapint than&
lira Land Stress peeler
nunday &hoot 10.69 sin..
Wuralap
liversing Wunaap
Wed, Plight
Trti.hing Unitn
selei.J ;Aeon. tburch
bro. Seams Wittily
Mora.ng Worz,lep
Dumas Woman)
Iliad-Week Prayer
eerviee
19.00 cm
11:110
710 p
1.0) poi
4:00 pin
rind Baptist Cherish
a. C. Chins, psalm
Illanday til 
Mirinsing Worship 10.46 am
9 30 um )
*Training UnIon 6.10 p.m
Ite.ning Worship
I liromiciast) 7:30, p.m
Prayer Sleeting
' Wedowee/ 7:30 p.m
iiisirm • sew razimaritAremer
BELK'S OF MURRAY
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PAGE ELEVEN
ofw Wise Fir loom D. Dai di yaw *r
REACHING NEW
Man has explored most of the earth, and has
now set out to conquer space.
While achieving these marvelous works, lel
us not forget our creator.
'When I consider thy heavens, the work of thy
' fingers, the moon and the stars, which thou
hast ordained; what is man that thou art
mindful of him? and the son of man, that thou
visitest him? For thou host made him a little
lower than the angels, and hast crowned him
with glory and honour. Thou nuu-lest him to
have dominion over the works of thy hands;
thou hast put all things under his feet ..."
ATTEND CHURCH SUNDAY
The Church is God's appointed agency in this world
for spreading the knowledge of His love for man and
of His demand for man to respond to that love by
loving his neighbor. Without this grounding in the
love of God, no government or society or way of life
will long persevere and the freedoms which we hold
so dear will inevitably perish. Therefore, even from
a selfish point of view, one should support the Church
for the sake of the welfare of himself and his family.
Beyond that, however, every person should uphold
and participate in the Church because it tells the truth
about man's life, death and destiny; the truth which
alone will set him free to live as a child of God.
Colima Adv. s•re
Wv 
This church page is being sponsored by the following business firms and interested persons
Wes, Side Square
FITTS
BLOCK & READY MIX
I Mani Pliotir 753 3i49
WARD & ELKINS
RCA Victor - Frigidaire - Maytag
FREED ;GOTHAM COMPANY
Heating - Sheet Metal - Alr.ConditionIng
611 Maple 8treet Phone 753-483'1
STOKES TRACTOR & IMP. CO.
Masisey.Ferguacon - Sales & Service
Industrial Road Phone 753-1319
PARKER POPCORN CO.
Established 1937
Murray, Ky. Phone 753-4852
•
HUTSON CHEMICAL CO.
For All Your Fertiliser Needs
Murray, Ky. Phone 753-19110
WILSON USED CARS end
AUTO REPAIR
Expert Automatic Transmission Repairs
Sports Cars
7th ttr Main Phone 753-4641
CAIN & TAYLOR GULF SERVICE
Complete Brake Service - Minor sqpiors
600 Main Street Phone 75341111
MURRAY LIVESTOCK 00.
Auction Sale Every Tuesday, 1 pas.
WEST KY. RURAL ELECTRIC_
CO-OPERATIVE CORP.
Phone 753-5012
BANK OF MURRAY
"The Friendly Rank"
Downtown Branch -- 5th Itz Poplar
Main Office - 4th & Main
 M1111.11111111MIMIIIIMIW 
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COLLEGE CLEANERS
"Truly Fine Cleaning"
1411 Olive Blvd Phone 753-3852
COMPTON & WHITE MOTORS
Clean Late Model Used Cars
Chestnut Street Phone 753-2933
CONNER'S LIVESTOCK and
IMPLEMENT CO.
Market Price Paid for Hogs Daily
Hwy. 94, Cadiz Rd. Phone 753-3225
KUHN VARIETY STORE
SUSIE'S CAFE
National Hotel Building
CORVETTE LANES, INC.
CORVETTE SNACK BAR
Bowling At Its Best - Fine Food
1415 Main St Phone 753 2202
•MURRAY WHOLESALE
GROCERY CO.
•
Sinking Springs Baptist Church
Jelin Pippin, Pane:
Sunday Sohoo. 10:00 am.
Morning Worship  11:00 a in.
Training Union   6:30 p.m.
!eyecups Worship 7:30 p in.
Wednesday night 7:00 p.m.
Fleet Methodist (Barth
FM and Meek streets
Rev. Lloyd W. Ramer, pastor
Ohuroh School 9:45 am.
Morning Worhip 8:45 and
10:50 a.m.
Jr & Pr Fellowship 6:30 p.m.
7:00 p.m.Evening Workei10
Coldwater aura ed Mist ;
Cabmen Creeks", Mlidider '
Bilyle Study 10:00 a.M.
Wed Bible udy 
11:90 a.4
St 7:00 p.
Preaching
North •Pleasant Grove
Casehertaad Presbyteehm Church
; Be,. Cecil Burnett, pastor
illitiolaY Ballo*
Slielleset MOW
=psi IllerehaP
10:00 am
11:00 ani.
6:00 p
7:00 pm.
Jermealre -Wilasisees
Nall W. Lama abider
167 North Yearti St. ;
3:00 pet.Bible lecture Sun
Watchtower Study
I Miliday
Bible Study Toe,
• ligniteley tiorsoot -Thum
Service Meeting
Thurs.
St. J•lan's Episcopal
USW Math St.
Rev. Robert Softball
Sunday Schoo: 10:16 am
Worship fiery Sun 11:16 am
Holy Oornesurnen second Sunday
Call 763-60111 or 75341006 for tillor.
101141011.
4 00 pen.
8:00 p.r6
8:30 p.m.
Goshen Methedist church
Ifthn Arrh•r pastor
Fir, •1 Third Sundays:
=-'• 7, School 10 00 am
Woe :.ttip Service 11:00 am,
Se-- ri a rid Fourth Sundays:
Seine-4y 10.00 am.
M06 11464.1 Youth
Faiimeship e.i6 pm.
Worship Service 7 00 pm.
Ly Grove Methodist Church
Jahn W. Archer. pastor
Firm and lb rd &Mils !, a •
Warship Service 9 46 am.
Sunday School 10 46 a.m.
Second and Fourth Sundays:
Sunday Saw; 10 00 am.
Worqup Service 11.00 em.
Cale's Camp Groond
Methodist Vhereh
Rev. Jerry Lewk•v. pester
.r
eaSunday:
fliusdar Abell
euseiley
Worship Service
Third Sunday:
Su-liay School
Fourth Sunday'
Worship Service
Sunda% School
MY.? Sunday
& 4th Sundays)
10:00 11471.
10 00 ern.
11 00 • m.
10:00 am.
9-45 am.
10.0 am.
7:CO pm.
7th • Poplar Church el Christ
Sunday
Bible School
Worship Hour
Evening Worship
Wednesday
Midweek HMI, Study 30 pm.
9 45 am.
10 40 sin.
6:00 pm.
 mommilmmmoso.
OWENS FOOD MARKET
The Rest In I .S. Choice Steaks
and Hot Pit Barbecue
Phone 723-4682
HAZEL LUMBER COMPANY
We Treat 'too 0 The Year 0
Ky Phone 49243121
SHOLAR'S AUTO REPAIR
Complete Auto and Truck Service
30S 8. 7th St. Phone 753-1751
SYKES BROS. LUMBER CO.
Rough Lumber - Tung-Tex Paints - Roofing
Concord Road Phone 753-3632
T.V. SERVICE CENTER
Home of Beautiful Curtis Mathes Color TVs
312 N. Fourth Phone '753-5865
KENTUCKY LAKE OIL COMPANY
JOBBERS OF SHELL OIL PRODUCTS
New Cesseeed Road Phone 753-1.233
 dlIMEIM11
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PAGE TWEL.VE
WORLD RENOWNED PIANIST Van Clibunn will
appear with the Louisville Orchestra September 24 at
Convention Center during the Louisville Downtown
Salutes the Arts festival September 19-25. Other
musical events will be presented free in Guthrie Green
in the heart of downtown Louisville, and several
Visual art displays will be shown in store windows.
Mail orders for tickets to the Van Cliburn concert
should be sent to: Salute to Arts Show, Box 711,
Louisville. Reserved seat tickets are $4.00. $3.00 and
$2-00. Unreserved ger ' imisaion tickets are $1.00.
•
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THURSDAY — SEPTEMBER 30, 1955
. Mercury Comet Completely
Changed. New Large Body
READ THE LEM'S CLASSIFIEDS!!
-
Mercury Comet world% durabil-
• Mir theme:on. f,r 1966 is the most
4. e•nrsirtelY chen-,ed car since its
I initial introthi^!:,:o •.it years ago.
'ills new Cosin•• roes on sale at
111..--ar7 maltr.hirs October 1.
T'he 19e11 Comet features a new.
hinter body with an entirely dif-
ferent sleek somarance inside and
iut ybe sersotes•• is lemr-fiened
eile Vie Snot time and a wide Bel-
e-Von of rew h•e c*r regions are
in•rvliered. inc.:vdine twn 990-
ruhc-inch ate,-co^v V-11 engines
I 
A n.w Cant': reran and • Vey-
.eier Meier slur', loin the OMEN
tint risfle •h sernee • Onion*--
_ 4e. tediesia_=emeefiler model and a
..e...1! frrh perform-ince -GT" op-
'The larger. mNre elegant 1996
("met is a remcc,,e to the public
emitted for prern'utia automobiles
In every gemmed of the market."
e*id Paul P Lorena Toed Motor
Coinpany vier president arid gen-
teel manage rot Uncoln-Mereury
Dtvisi on. .
'While mons( this benutIkt new
Comet upwards or) the , product
ladder. we aft'retaming one series
. at traditional Oainet length Mr our
euetcvaers who want a preenium
ear value at no apeirecesb:e use in.
"SAVE A TIRE-SAVE A LIFE"
see' Sonny Hook's
WHEEL ALIGNMENT—FRAME ALIGNMENT
Ralanee--Brakes--Mu f f rs—S hoc ks
21/2 N. Fourth Street Phone 7S3-S1Ill
LINDSEY'S JEWELERS
"Manufacturers of Diamond Rings"
ran. tor All Electric Shavers
Ketch Repairing - Jewelry Repairing
a
The 1966 Cornet offers customers
a choice of two 'thetas. 196 in-
thee lot the -"Xti- series and 203
'oche.; — an mores*. of almost
.ietit inches ever 1905 - for the
:miter series Own. Caliente and
Ciainta Wheelbase is Ill metes.
up two inches
The new Comets Ilre more iging.
Jou& with curved side glam sal
three-inch wider bodies sigelhaant-
.7 Increasing recentness Ilhouider
room is increased up to daree :ri-
ches and hip room more than two-
and-a-bad Melba rent and rear
head room and leg room are great-
• s. Front and rear tread are
511 Inches. an Increase of three M-
abee in the front and two litchis
In the rear. Overall width of the
we Mewling Manners. is increas-
ed leas than me inch to 74 inches.
Comet luggage capacity is in-
creased in all models Upper.iperies
sedans gain one-tomith more roam
at 17 cub.c feet while the shor-
ter -207' sedans offer lb cubic
feet of spece. elation mem cargo
volume a raise dto IS cubic feet.
Styling of die new Oornece is
ha:Minted by a dutiful maiden-
.stion of cram and eon hews for
r.e.t and wwerful typestyle*
'The front end a.. marked by verti-
cal headlamps and a two-port hoc
Laantal grille separated by a crane
in :he body color. Bo-dillies blen
strn,cv.hly into ths body
Corners fresh new styling theme as,
is complemented by even livelier
perfc-iinne• !rein a new optiona!
regular fuel 390-cutcc-inch V-il en-
rine rated at 265 horsepower with
'he manual transnursions or 275
trarf epower teth the new dui.
range automata transmission Al-
e() offered as an optton is the re-
wukir fuel 211111-cubtc-incb 300-
horsepower V.4. the eime basic
engine which powered Comets OIL
the 100000-inc Daytona Dicatcl-
ity Run and the Cape Horn to
Alaska Run
A With pertortnance Cyeione OT
_option is beinf mad- evadable or
•Cyclone mode's which codas of
I a new premium fuel 300-ea1och
335-borsepower V-11 with dial ex-
hausts. twin scoop flberglaw hood
etlihle dame-up kg. unique OT
w
and new sports/Lit aineleatie
tniginnkoton on hich e -deigMa
emeansetallatices. huilling package I
be ohemed annum:Ay A ftdly wen-
clarontr.td four -speed manual trans-
valuation also is offered
/ The Cornet 290 engines are Mi-
grated versions of the well-proven
durable Mercury pr,wer plants of
that displacement A larger clutch
and rear axle are introduced to-
the Mac Clornet 200-cutee-tael
11110-borse•wwer sax cylinder engine
Cleant Wide and hanng are un-
pile& tar INS with ifitPromid
West • end rear torque boxes. im-
proved uelerboly erecter,. haw-
ter front eat. rear mipemean an-
parie•le aid hvoreved Mcrae
Babes are brier and the
maxi cregrage is iseproved.
The interior of the MS Clone(
•ia mp, ely new, lloneneing r
. swept away gas ion the PSIIMPIter
aide and • me lantressimot shooter
with all controls In am reach ior
the driver. Walifiry Initalled op
non& air anditisnar has con-
trols and mil* WV integrated
into the lastrent panel
Comma inakm any safety feat-
tures elsollerd sment on a:
melds Ike IOW. Thome include pad-
, ded instrument panel and psdder.
etetes,, windshield embers. We
rear Mew mirror, back-up light,
langellesicy fattier and front ar.^.
rear safety seat belts. Winchhtelda
are double thicknea vmyl lamin-
ated sa.fe•y glass
New interior trim schemes con-
ttrtue wood-lamin styling for Cal-
Stole and tdaelt consers-case fin-
Ida for Cyclone andela Luxury car
padthe-mme interior door handles
are imorporet•d alto CA4149111/4` mo-
dels
Tor the Snit time, Comet wagons
offer a lard seat and a oonoseled.
Amicable eemparement beneath-the 
cargo floor wagons are altered in
both two seat and three wag mem
ions in Voyager and in et/twisted
wood-grain sided Villager =dela.
Waster entry into the rear -acing
third seat is made ptble W a
new two-way Litigate that can be
ripened in the conventional up and
down manner or sitleeram aiming
tr, a statsdaid oar door The dual
scrim tailgate Ls stax•lard -vtt
Villager and orx.onal on 
thevo
SaeT
New big car features ear the 119111
Comet in teat apertaid part-
ing break paniended aminehester
pedal. revertible haps mod Mass
rear ertailinir Is,Mintreetitika
Options tittered by Comet for the
, hret Is baba power windows.
power mat and nine-inch teleds.
Ilan ist.
MUNN IS
Buy Now and Save
All Discounts Are
Figured AT
Hatcher Auto Sales
HATCHER'S DISCOUNT   10%
FACTORY DISCOUNT  _ 5%
20%
3%
All these Discounts will be figured October 1st on all
new 1965 Mercury and Comets
STATE DISCOUNT (Use Tax) 
FEDERAL EXCI-SE DISCOUNT 
- at -
Hatcher Auto Sales
5 I 5 South 12th Street
See The Man In The Red Coat . . . He Win
Save You Money!!
Little Mink Treasures
T
A LEXURI011'e pearl gray mink stole is trimmed around the
neckline in a wide contrasting band of Creole mink.
ULM SHADOW mink pelts ere worked diagonally to form
a fabulous poncho. Jeweled buttons mark the closing.
By SUSAN OMEN
Beautiful mink in soft, flat-
tering shades, is fashioned into
a collection of opulent little
wraps created for wear in the
early fall, on evenings at re-
sorts, or to make a grand en-
trance all year round,
Original Designs
I witty designed by Ben
Kahn, the furs show great
in iginality and are truly high
fashion status symbols. In the
group are short, buttoned
coats. easy - fitting jackets,
stoles, capes and ponchos.
Mink On Mink
Many of the styles feature
mink trimmed with mink in
contrasting colors.
In these, as in the one color
versions, the pelts are worked
In different ways, horizontally,
ve rt e all y and diagonally.
CAM ALL1( ELEGANT is this coat of pearl mink banded
and collared ia brown musk. Buttons am brown leather.
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•04INIA1lt QUEEN^ —Jeanne
Piquing, college student and
pszt-ning nerhel at Florsda'.
&silken Owillene in Bt.
Pntersburg, was named
alhreater Queen" of 1965 to
promote National Sweater
Week, which starts Sept. 20.
She is 37-23-36 and is study-
ing to become a lawyer.
i.e, C•01.•••• •••••1,11, ct, (••••6•04 11111•• 110••• .:1471
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Introducing the lively new
driving machines: the big, new-generation Comets.
LAM o the tow of the id Cornets
//were due,. item% up to 8 mews
brewer Man erre Comet mecca
MEW "We &twat other care
Ian" warmng
Conon •ww hie and wirWed haw
wow is 11 I00,7SKY TOdOrS.
Fa a sample of Cante's sly*
take the Cohen** Notice
The wrserf upPotstery . Me
?woman*. sirrevated wood .grain welt
Far sour briefing achon try
COrreri wa CPC101111 Gr.
Xs -new 390 4hened V-8 deems
me Real al g o that can show
you right back In your bucket wet
Whatever you want - action cars
*dr, pure eackeinent 3 weed
to 4 watt mama transmissions Or
autornabca. thittow interiors —
Cornet's gat If
Pan • tang tworst,FW kW ci otecets
that wrctuctes Wit in air conchtronsi
poser wondon. Mow &Owl- and
power sweryllking Art this in the
mai eaceine paw* a/ Comets mt.
DOW a raid driving machine
at row Verney dealers kdsy.
Hatcher Auto Sales inc.
515 South 12th Street
•
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